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Reverend Allison Read will
become the second woman to
serve as College Chaplain after
she was recently appointed to the
position by a search committee.
She will begin her new job in
January as the College's eighth
Chaplain.
"Trinity has, as it merits in
spades, again been very fortu-
nate, as all of you will see in
short order once [Read] assumes
her position," said President
James F. Jones, Jr. of Read's
appointment. "As we celebrate
the 75th Anniversary of Trinity's
Chapel, we are delighted to have
Allison Read join our communi-
ty. She will be a leader in facilitat-
ing worship for people of all
faiths as well as addressing sub-
stantive social and ethical issues
across campus. Allison comes to
Trinity with a solid rooting in the
Episcopal tradition as well as in
stewarding a congregation and
church," Jones said in the press
"release/' • •• -
Reverends Hope and William
Eakins have served as interim
Chaplains this fall after Reverend
Daniel Heischman left last spring
to serve as the Executive Director
of the National Association of
Episcopal Schools. President
Jones explained that when the
search committee began thinking
see HEISCHMAN'S on page 8
! • : • *
Nathan Kirschbaum
Pictured students rode the Bantam Bus to Downtown during its second week of operation. The bus is funded by SGA.
Bantam Bus Fate Not Yet Determined
By NATHAN KIRSCHBAUM '09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This past Thursday marked
the second week of service for
the Bantam Bus, and students
have yet to decide the success of
this newly implemented pro-
gram. The bus offers round trip
shuttle service to the Downtown
area. Members of the Student
Government Association (SGA),
along with a small group of stu-
dents, gathered in the Mather
parking lot around 8 p.m. to see
the shuttle off and, for some, to
catch the first ride of the night
into Downtown.
The Bantam Bus is being
offered on Thursday nights to
Trinity students and their
friends. The shuttle makes stops
at both the Mather parking lot
and the top of Vernon Street
before arriving at its final stop
near Hot Tomato's on Union
Place. The service runs from 8
p.m. until 2 a.m. and operates
on a schedule that completes
one full cycle of stops every half
hour.
The number of restaurants,
bars, clubs, and other activities
that are available to students in
the Downtown area are plenti-
ful. Those looking to wine and
dine can enjoy favorites such as
Agave Grill & Tequila Bar, Max's
Downtown, Tapas on Ann,
Trumbull Kitchen, and many
more. Students interested in the
club and bar scene will find
themselves right at home with
such places as the Pour House,
Up or On the Rocks, Club Blu,
and The Brick Yard. The
Hartford Civic Center and the
Hartford Stage are also in the
area.
SGA Senator Ben Yanni-
Lazarus '08 spearheaded the
shuttle project, which has been
in the works since the beginning
of. the academic year. "I think
the biggest obstacle now is
showing students how easy it is
to get downtown," said Yanni-
Lazarus. "I want every student
to go downtown on a Thursday !|
night to grab dinner, a coffee, or




Committee, has spent a good
part of the semester developing
and implementing the Bantam
Bus plan, which he believes has
already been fairly successful. "I
think the shuttle is in its begin-
see BANTAM on page 8
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By LELLIE LAVADO 12
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
The Charter Committee on
Campus Climate released their
preliminary report and will hold
three open forums to discuss
campus climate tomorrow.
President James F. Jones Jr. and
the Board of Trustees chartered
the Campus Climate Committee
following what are being called
"incidents of bias" on campus
last year. The committee was chal-
lenged to research factors leading
to acts of racism on campus and
to try to uncover why classism
within Trinity's community may
seem prevalent. They used that
data to make recommendations
that they believe will serve to alle-
viate those issues.
• The first forum will be from
noon to 1:30 p.m. in Terrace
Room B in Mather. The second
will be from 4:15 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
in McCook Auditorium, and the
final forum will take place from 7
to 8-30 p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
The committee is comprised
equally of faculty members,
trustees, administrators, staff
members, and students. The
Student Government Association
participated in the initial selec-
tion of committee members.
Jason Azevedo '08, Cristina
Wheeler-Castillo '08, and Steve
Simchak '08 currently represent
the student body on the commit-
tee.
The committee will take sug-
gestions and criticism a t , the
upcoming forums. All members
of the Trinity communityhave
been invited to participate; Paul .
E. Raether Distinguished
Professor of History and Co-
Chair of the committee Cheryl ;
Greenberg said that she has not
received much feedback about
the proposal yet.
All SGA members agreed to
read the proposal and discussed
the proposal's recommendations
and omissions at their Nov. 4
meeting. SGA President Andrew
Pedro '08 said that they "will
then be present at the forums on
Wednesday to voice [their] rec-
ommendations."
Members of the student body
are concerned that the "issues
that plague Trinity" will never be
corrected. "Peace will never exist
between students at Trinity unless



















Opinions: Dear Jimmy: Environmental awareness on campus, page 4
Features: Students examine climate change at Power Shift 2007, page 12




This weekend's Homecoming cere-
monies are an opportunity for members
of the extended Trinity community to
meet up with old friends, reflect on how
much (or how little) the College has
changed over the years, and maybe even
polish up on networking skills. There are
a lot of events scheduled to celebrate var-
ious traditions at Trinity: the Chapel will
celebrate its 75th anniversary, couples
married in the Chapel can renew their
, wedding vows on Saturday, and the foot-
ball team will take on rival Wesleyan in
the final game of the season.
To different people, Trinity means dif-
ferent things. To some, Trinity is a step-
ping-stone to graduate school or the busi-
ness world. To others, their time at Trinity
is the best four years of their lives. But to
most people, Trinity is a a healthy mix of
the first two: an opportunity to spend
four years of their young lives learning
and forming the life-long bonds of friend-
ship that everyone hopes to find in col-
lege.
While there's a lot going on this week-
end, one thing that should not be over-
looked is last week's release of the Charter
Committee on Campus Climate's propos-
als to the Trinity community of ways in
which to improve the Trinity experience.
The Tripod hopes that alumni take
notice of the serious social, academic,
and structural issues that the
Committee addressed in its report. The
truth is that not everyone who attends
Trinity or works here is pleased with
their experiences. Many students lament
the fact that social life revolves around
Greek organizations on Vernon Street.
Others, along with faculty and adminis-
trators, believe the intellectual ethos of
the College needs to be improved. Some
students feel as though the campus does
not welcome them because of their vari-
ous religious, political, or sexual orienta-
tions and may never celebrate
Homecoming as alumni.
Regardless of who you are, the work
of the Campus Climate Committee will
help shape Trinity for decades. Because
of that, perhaps it would be prudent to
take a break in the midst of the normal
Homecoming revelry and reflect on not
only what is best about Trinity, but also
where Trinity can do better.
Correction:
In last week's issue of the Tripod, David
Pietrocola was misquoted in the Artist
Spotlight on Zebracobra ("Triggs, Band
Merge Art, Music with ZEBRACO-
BRA").
To Our Readers:
In last week's issue of the Tripod, San-Eou Lan's article ("Many Speechless After
Harry Potter Revelation"), was plagiarized from a Time Magazine story. The author
has ip6\ogized and resigned from his position as Opinions' editor. Tftef Trtp&B *•
apologizes to its readers.
Got a Scoop?
Do you want to talk face-to-face with the staff of the TripodXo
promote an event or make us aware of some news?
Join us every Tuesday at 5 p.m. at Mather Dining Hail as we
conduct our weekly story meeting. This is your chance to
have input in the Tripod, or even to join the staff. Just look for
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Joe Tarzi '08 .
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Letters to the Editor
Students Should Not Own
Pets at Trinity
To the Editor:
This is a partial reply to the letter
defending student ownership of dogs on
campus ("Student Pet Owner Responds to
Librarian's Letter"). When I arrived at
Trinity in the summer of 1971, pets were in
fact officially permitted in dorm rooms.
The Buildings and Grounds crew got tired
of stepping in and cleaning up dog feces.
The custodians got tired of cleaning the
same stuff from dormitories themselves.
And worst of all, custodians cleaning out
rooms after students had left for the sum-
mer too often encountered the evidence of
pets left behind, including one poor cat
who left claw marks air over a dorm room
in his desperate attempts to escape. So, alas,
the letter-writer's claim.that "the notion that
Trinity students are heartless to the point
that they would leave their beloved pooch
[sic] on the streets of Hartford is complete-
ly ludicrous" is not supported by many
years' worth of evidence to the contrary.
Invoking what I can only label "slacker
morality" (if I do something irresponsible
it's okay because many other people are
irresponsible in the same way), the letter-
writer argues that while college students
probably don't look very far into their pets'
futures, neither do many "most adult dog
owners." Responsible pet owners most cer-
tainly do consider the long-term futures of
their pets. The letter-writer's willingness to
do otherwise is hardly typical of the loving
dedication to pets shown by real pet-lovers.
It's a shame that this person apparently
missed his/her opportunity to take
Philosophy 103, Ethics, this term.
Finally, the letter-writer tells us that
"The campus itself provides a safe no-car
environment [...]" Say what? People of all
sorts routinely drive on the walkways and
the grass. On the Thursday that students
arrived this past August, a campus stray cat
I had helped care for was badly injured and
died, almost certainly the victim of a hit-
and-run on the walkway that runs just west
of McCook.
Signed,
H a r v e y Picker • • •
Professor of Physics
To the Editor:
I find Anonymous's argument that most
adult dog owners are in the same boat as a
college student in not knowing where they
will be in 15 years weak to say the least. I
think most people would agree that some-
one with a steady career and family has a
much more stable home environment for a
pet than a 21 year old applying to grad
school, looking for a career, or contemplat-
ing moving across country. Obviously such
things as layoffs or divorce are not planned,
but this is like comparing apple's to oranges.
Anonymous claims that a college pet owner
wants "the added responsibility," but isn't
•.admitting that a dog may just be a year or
two investment prove the lack of maturity?
Yes, Max may be well socialized in college,
and perhaps it will be a fun year for him,
but putting a pet up for adoption once
he/she becomes an inconvenience is cruel.
Pets are not accessories and they are not a
two year commitment. Pets should be for
life. According to the Humane Society, 8
million pets are put up for adoption and
about 25 percent are adopted. The rest are
euthanized because of the overpopulation
occurring through puppy mills and people
who realize they can't get the apartment
they wanted because their landlord is aller-
gic or because Max is one of several breeds
banned in many communities (for exam-
ple, Pit Bulls and Rottweilers). I agree some
students are probably very mature and lov-
ing of animals, but the fact is we are 21.
One's reasoning may be this love of ani-
mals, but think of the animal's future and
not just your present gratification. True
responsibility and maturity is recognizing
that you should wait - think of the animal
first.
















Will it be a
democrat or more years of
republican rule? And Iraq, well,
I personally think we should be
getting out, but we'll have to
see if the president-elect shares
my views. And there are plenty
more. Wait, what? It's not a
presidential election yet? It's
still only 2007, not 2008?
You will have to pardon my
confusion, but I fear it's under-
standable. Although it may be
only 2007, with the next presi-
dential election a year away, you
would never know it by looking
at the media. Recently, ran-
domly browsing on the New
York Times Web site, I found at
least a half dozen articles relat-
ing to the presidential election.
This is too much. I don't want
to wait another year for the
election, not with the rate I'm
hearing about it now. The elec-
tion is a year off; why then do
1 already feel pressure to know
who I am supporting?
And who knows who will
actually be in the election any-
way? Over the summer, John
McCain seemed to be a likely
candidate for the Republican
nomination. Now, McCain
appears likely to have to drop
from the race entirely, plagued
mainly by financial woes. And
there are still rumors that new,
dark horse candidates will
appear. The jury is still out on if
Al Gore or Stephen Colbert will
eventually run.
This indicates a larger prob-
lem in the American political
system. I am not rejecting
democracy; I think it is the best
system of government yet invent-
ed. However, that is not to say it
is perfect, especially as practiced
in the United States. It is ridicu-
lous that a year before the elec-
tion, we already have many
declared candidates and those
that are dropping out. Primaries
are now starting in early January;
if one state moves its primaries,
the others feel compelled to do
so as well. Living on the border
of South Carolina, the effort to
move the South Carolina pri-
mary received plenty of press
over the summer. That primary
is now January 19, 2008, and
pressure is on for Iowa to move
its caucuses to late December.
This is stupid. The extension
of primary season encourages
candidates to hit the campaign
trail earlier and earlier, leading to
situations like we see this year
see CAMPAIGN on page 4
Trinity Students Take to











leave our troops in Iraq.
Americans and Iraqis die. We
bring them home. Iraq will sup-
posedly be plunged into chaos.
There appeal's to be no right
answer. People who are against
the war, by default, have more or
less decided that anything is bet-
ter than the current situation so
the unanimous view seems to be
that we should bring our troops
home. That was about the only
view that people shared at last
weekend's anti-war rally in
Boston Common. The rally
seemed to be more about a plat-
form for every possible liberal
view on any issue than about war
and peace in Iraq. There were
posters asking us to legalize mar-
ijuana, to support Dennis
Kucinich, Ron Paul, and Al Gore
in their individual presidential
bids (despite the fact that Gore
Oof t̂eN e**A ̂ c\«& «f» TOWOJ
doesn't appear to be running for
office), and to take sides on the
Israel/Palestine issue. At times I
was actually wondering whether
or not this was an anti-war rally or
if the war was simply one of the
topics that was being discussed.
There was a student rally that
seemed more concerned with
publicity than the issue itself.
They gathered together almost an
hour before the main rally started
for a photo op and some staged
chanting, herding innocent
bystanders such as myself behind
two large banners to increase the
size of the group for the photog-
raphers.
If the students didn't get you,
the socialists did. They lined every
walkway selling papers where oth-
ers were giving out fliers. Don't
get me wrong, I have nothing
against socialism in general. On
certain days I might consider
myself closer to the socialist point
of view than the capitalist one but
these people were very aggressive-
ly seeking people to whom they
could give their spiel, often cor-
nering someone until that person
purchased a paper. And this was








lazy I am. In
regards to my
Halloween cos-
tume, that is. I
kind of fell into
being this par-
ticular costume my freshman year
in high school during an earnest
rummaging of the attic: for some-
thing to wear to a party, and it's
stuck. Seven of the last eight years,
excluding the fall semester of my
sophomore year, where I was
assigned a costume during my
pledging term, I've been the same
thing. I've thought about putting
together a new costume, but every
year something comes up: I can't
find the time, or I don't have any
money to spend, or I can't think
of anything good, or some other
commonplace excuse. So I call up
my mom and tell her to bring the
old costume up. The thing is, it's a
pretty decent costume. I like it
because, while it might not win
any awards for best costume or
draw any rave reviews from the
ladies, it's solid enough to have
people think I made an effort.
The costume is very simple.
There are only two pieces and the
rest can be filled out with khakis
or jeans and a decent pair of shoes.
It takes less than five minutes to
prepare and it's easy to transport
and store. So, other than being
unoriginal, there's no reason for
me to switch up this costume. It's
worked for eight years.
Unfortunately, I don't know how
long I can continue to wear it. See,
the costume's two parts are a som-
brero and a poncho. The som-
brero is nothing special, just a
weave with some reds and greens
and blues. The poncho is a nice
looking blend of colors on a light
brown frame. When people ask me
what I am, I have to honestly tell
them, "I guess I'm a Mexican."
Last year, one of my teachers
SGA Continues to Work












see ANTI-WAR on page 5
see HALLOWEEN on page 5
body with
Government representatives. As a
fourth-year member of the SGA I
am fully aware that communica-
tion and trust between students
and their representa-
tives is crucial to the
ability to generate
change on our cam-
pus. Hopefully this




the SGA and the
student body.
In all of my
years on SGA I have
never before been
part of an SGA body with such
energy and motivation as that
found within this 2007-2008 asso-
ciation. The fresh ambition of
President Andrew Pedro '08 com-
bined with an innovative all-star
group of committee chairs, strong
leadership backbone found in our
vice presidents, and intense dedi-
cation of an active group of sena-
tors have started us down an
unprecedented path of accom-
plishment already this year. Most
of the grunt work that is done by








As chairperson of the Student
Life committee within the SGA,
my job is to run a group that cre-
ates a better quality of life for the
students on our campus. Among
other things, my committee tries
to bring about positive change in
the every day lives of students,
and deals with policies regarding
student life as well as issues
In all of my years on
SGA I have never
before been part of an
SGA body with such
energy and motivation
as that found mthin
this 2007-2008 associa-
tion.
regarding health, housing, and the
athletic center. The committee
consists of students Lizzie Brown
'09, Michael DiPietro '11, John
Fornaciari '09, Andrew Grubin
'10, Robert Taylor '08, and myself.
First on the agenda this year, is
trying to increase air circulation
and decrease heat in the weight
room of Ferris Athletic Center.
As this space is a former pool area!
and was not designed for its cur-j-
rent purpose, it can get quite hot
and stuffy (an uncomfortable
combination when students try to





a new air con-
ditioning sys-
tem, we are try-
ing to get large
fans installed
as well as more




blaring light bulbs that currently
produce a lot of heat in the space.
We are also aware of the many
non-functional machines in the
fitness center, and a possible solu-
tion to this problem that has
been discussed with the athletic
center heads is the leasing of new
machines. This will not only be
cheaper in the long run for the
athletic center, but these leases
will also come with maintenance
packages that will increase the
maintenance response time.
As another project, we are try-,
ing to make Trinity a RedboxTM
location. If you have not heard of
RedboxTM, they are a DVD
rental company that places mini-
stations in convenient locations
all around the country. Basically,
if we got a mini-station on cam-
pus you will be able to walk up to
it, push a button, and for $1.00
rent out one of the hundreds of
new-release DVDs that the box
contains. In addition to the afore-
mentioned projects, the Student
Life committee is looking into
potential expansion of wireless






What is the adminis-






the country are now
turning to the critically
important matter of car-
ing for our endangered
^ , natural environments.
. . / / - ' W-J^ **" Even the most cursory
of glances at recent National Geographic [magazines]
would prove that our planet is undergoing seismic
changes to the environment: from the polar ice caps
melting, to recent articles in a number of major pub-
lications of rising water levels, to the ozone depletion
caused by modern civilization. Here on our campus,
we are trying to do everything we know how to do on
a number of fronts simultaneously. Let me offer some
examples.
First, we have a Sustainability Committee chaired
by Professor Joan Morrison of our Biology
Department. This Committee hopes to provide guid-
ance to our College community by December on
what sorts of things we must do to be as environmen-
tally friendly as possible.
And this administration will do what-
ever we can to assist the efforts of so
many for such a just cause as pro-
tecting our small part of the Earth as
we should, and as we must
Second, as we move to deal with our ageing physi-
cal plant, we are attempting to use each major campus
project to attack waste. A case in point, importantly,
would be the Long Walk renovation project, the most
challenging such project on our campus ever under-
taken. The glazing around the windows in Jarvis and
in Seabury had allowed enormous amounts of heat to
be emitted because the window casings had shrunk
over the more than one hundred years since the Long
"Walk buildings were built in the 1870s. In the won-
derful video that has now been seen by thousands of
Trinity students, faculty, staff, alumni, parents, and
friends all across the country, there is one scene in
which a resident of Jarvis points to the decaying plas-
ter and heating difficulties caused by the deterioration
of the buildings over time. The windows in both of
these historic buildings were removed at an initial
stage of the project and transported to one of the very
few firms in the country, this one in Alabama, where
leaded glazing on very old windows can be repaired.
The windows will return to be- reinstalled, reducing
waste by a decided measure and keeping the new air
handling system intact to provide heat for the build-
ings without having to expend such wasted resources
on leaks from every one of the more than 370 win-
dows in those two buildings.
Third, more than 50 students meet on a regular
basis to work on making our campus more environ-
mentally conscious. The recent trashing of one of the
recycling bins points to the unavoidable fact that not
every member of our campus community realizes that
Trinity is ours to steward as carefully and as consis-
tently as we can. I have pledged to our [Student
Government Association] president that we will pro-
vide additional fluids to position more recycling bins
around campus, and I pledge to all of you reading this
column that these funds will be provided by my
office. But it is up to each and every one of us to
steward our beautiful campus, given to us by the lega-
cy of all those who have come before us in this place,
as best we can. And this administration will do what-
ever we can to assist the efforts of so many for such
a: just cause as protecting our small part of the earth
as we should, and as we must










Joe Tarzi:: Thank you for tak-
ing the time to talk with me.
Trinity College: No problem,
any time.
JT: I guess the first thing I
should ask is are you uncomfort-
able being anthropomorphized
for a Tripod article? Are you
afraid I could put words in your
mouth?
TC: No, of course not - you're
incredibly intelligent and the
Tripod is a bastion of the finest
journalism I've ever encountered.
It's also way, way better than the
SGA or the Fencing Club.
JT: Well that's very kind of
you to say, but I guess we should
get down to the important issues.
How would you say that you,
Trinity College, differ from your-
self 50 years ago?
TC: Well, I had to support a
much smaller community, only
about 900 men - by today's stan-
dards I suppose you would con-
sider the student body in 1957 to
be much more homogenous than
today but, of course, we didn't
consider things in that way back
then.
JT: So, are you satisfied with
the level of diversity that the
administration has fostered in the
last few decades?
TC: Don't use that word,
"diversity.3' What I've really come
to realize is that when people here
talk about trying to get more
"diversity" on campus they rarely
know what they are talking about.
To me, diversity, real diversity, not
the buzz word it has become, is
about getting more ideas on cam-
pus - not fulfilling what are essen-
tially minority quotas. If I hear
one more person tell me how
Middlebury or some other God-
forsaken place has six percent
more "students of color" I'm
going to unleash my squirrel army
on them. What I think a lot of
the most vocal people here want,
even if they don't realize it, is what
I'll call bullsh:;'t diversity - every-
one holding hands and wearing
rainbow sweaters pretending to
like each other. Unlike bullshit
diversity, real diversity cannot be
forced but has to come naturally
for the most part.
JT: So you're not in favor of
increasing minority enrollment?
TC: No, the minority enroll-
ment should be higher - but I am
not in favor of forcing a demo-
graphic change or "competing"
for minorities as so many people
in the Trinity community want to
do. I believe that if we focus on
making the College, as a whole, a
better place to be then the demo-
graphics will slowly begin to
match those of the region and
people will actually like each
other, rather than just tolerate
each other.
JT: Well one could argue that
your demographics already match
the region. Look at Greater
Hartford, which has rich white
people surrounding an inner city
of poor minorities and scant trace
of a middle-class. Many people
would argue that that description
matches Trinity as well.
TC: Yes, that may be true. But
it brings me to my next point. We
have to be more of a presence in
Greater Hartford. It embarrasses
me to no end that wb̂ at some,,stu-M>.;
dents' would consicfer ""lesser*
schools like the University of
Hartford are doing far more for
the city and region. Look at the
Hartford Advocate's Best Of 2007
list. Under "Best Four-Year
College" they list Central
Connecticut Community College
in first place followed by the
University of Hartford and the
University of Connecticut. The
fact that I'm not on that list is
totally unacceptable. The
Advocate may not have the jour-
nalistic prowess of the Tripod, but
it still represents our community.
JT: What would you say to
those people who don't care
about Hartford, or are even afraid
of Hartford?
TC: Hey, if you think it's
scary now you should have been
here when they were hanging loy-
alists at Gallows Hill. But seri-
ously, I can sympathize to some
degree - Hartford has far more
problems than it did some
decades ago. Ask anyone who's
been in the region for six or seven
years though and they will tell
you that the city is making great
strides. And, as I believe you have
said on several occasions, the best
thing students can do to make
Hartford safer is to get out on the
streets themselves.
JT: So, not to sidetrack too
much, but I promised someone
I'd ask: what's your favorite "Star
Trek" series?
TC: Oh, Deep Space Nine
definitely, but just the later sea-
sons. Gul Dukat was the ultimate
villain.
JT: Yeah, Cardassians rock.
Now, I should mention that I'm
from Long Island, and where I'm
from, only about 75 miles away
as-the-crow-flies no one has ever
heard of Trinity College. How
does that make you feel?
TC: You know, it's really only
in the last four or five decades
that I've become a national insti-
tution - before that I was pretty
regional. Still, I think that some-
one is really dropping the ball on
publicizing. To use yourself as an
example, once again, there are
thaT g^ffflHgTtoTTToxaTpopunF®
tion with a population about the
same as the state of Connecticut.
We really need to boost our
image both regionally outside of
New England and nationally.
JT: Okay, so I guess my final
question is how do you feel about
the fact that I used you to present
my own views and opinions?
TC: Oh fine I guess - so
many people have done far worse
in the name of bettering "Trinity
College" that I'm used to it by
now.
JT: Well, that's great. Thanks
for taking the time.
Campaign Strategies Wear Out Public
continued from page 3
where it appears as though the
election is imminent despite the
fact that it is a year away. In
addition, the fact that primaries
are spread out over a month or
two allows the early states to
exercise an influence on the
eventual race far out of propor-
tion to their actual importance
in the United States. I have
nothing against Iowa or New
Hampshire, but they are small
states. Why do they get to be
one of the main deciding factors
in who I will eventually get to
select to lead my country?
Candidates have dropped out
after an unfavorable showing in
those early states, before the
bulk of the primaries. Most of
the people in the country do
not get to really vote on the full
slate of candidates because of
that.
We need reform of the entire
system. The election is in
November; there is no reason to
change that.
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should even be
allowed before Memorial Day.
Then, once you have primaries
in July, you can have the conven-
tions in August. The conven-
tions are only formalities anyway
now, since the whole point of
the primaries is for ordinary vot-
ers to have a say in who gets the
nomination. Then, presidential
A year away from the
presidential election, and
I'm already sick of it.
And if I find it impossi-
ble to pay attention to
the race, how am I
going to he an informed
voter?
campaigning until November,
when the national election is
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Maybe then,
I would actu-





coverage is making me shy away
from the news (not that I pay
that much attention to it any-
way). A year away from the
presidential election, and I'm
already sick of it. And if I find
it impossible to pay attention
to the race, how am I going to
be an informed voter?
November 6, 2007
Anti-War Rally Boosted i Halloween Controversy Not An Issue
by Members of Campus
continued from page 3
When we actually lined up (hav-
ing extricated myself from the
militant students and socialists), I
found myself right behind the
communist and anarchist contin-
gencies, who seemed more con-
cerned with a societal revolution
than peace in Iraq. One could
make the stretch that a revolution
would, in turn, cure and prevent
issues such as the one we have in
Iraq, but we were left to make
that leap ourselves. The anarchists
topped off their act with pig
snouts and cop hats as if it were
the local police force's fault that
we had a crisis overseas. The
problem we have is with the cur-
rent administration not the
police, let's stay on point people.
I would also like to mention that
the police presence that was there
was very respectful. They quietly
watched the march, just in case
things got out of hand, which it
did not. They were not out in
huge numbers nor did they
attempt to interfere with any part
of the rally that I saw. Even when
one woman went up to two cops
seated on a bench and verbally
attacked them for their presence,
they remained calm and refused
to respond in kind.
Before the march started I was
beginning to give up hope for the
cause of peace. But then the
march really started and things
got a little better. The chanting
seemed more cohesive and people
seemed more unified. Time
passed very quickly as we yelled,
"Money for jobs and education,
not for war and occupation," and
"What do we want? Troops out!
When do we want it? NOW!"
Members of the Trinity commu-
nity began and led chants them-
selves that were picked up by the
greater crowd and echoed up the
streets of Boston, carried by the
day's exceptionally strong wind.
That wind had blown in our
faces at the start of the march
and impeded our progress, our
posters acting as sails, preventing
us from forward motion, and
now it turned around and lifted
our voices. Things were looking
up.
Then, finally, at the end as we
returned, triumphant, to Boston
Commons, and were greeted by
those who had ended before us
with fingers raised in peace. We
passed by the veterans of Iraq
who were protesting the war with
calm dignity and the Raging
Grannies in their silly hats and
the marching band which carried
no signs but simply lent its music
and stilt walker to peace, and sud-
denly I was filled with hope.
Perhaps we had accomplished
something that day, even if the
Israeli protesters and Palestinian
protesters had exchanged glares
and even if the guy who was
there to legalize pot had gotten
lost in the shuffle and even if the
students had used their politics
to get into the limelight, maybe,
just maybe, this was what democ-
racy was all about. This was peo-
ple coming together for a pur-
pose to get their voices heard en
masse in a way that couldn't be
done individually and if they had
to bring their other political bag-
gage to the party to get that done
then so be it. Maybe, in the end,
peace will get a chance.
Improved Student Life
the Aim of SGA Efforts
continued from page 3
Internet on campus, trying to get
extended Registrar's office and
Buildings & Grounds hours dur-
ing the pre-semester rushes, and
looking into improving laundry
facilities for students. In trying to
help maintain the grounds of this
campus, we are trying to get more
cigarette butt stands to place in
heavily populated smoking areas.
In efforts to increase school spir-
it and participation in College
events, we are looking to poten-
tially install an electronic advertis-
ing board in Mather (similar to
the one in the lobby of Ferris
Athletic Center), which will
announce athletic, academic, and
social events at Trinity College as
well as news that is pertinent to
students' every day lives.
The members of the SGA are
students just like the rest of you.
We are trying to make a differ-
ence On this campus, and we are
trying to do this by pushing stu-
dent interests on the administra-
tion, by giving a student voice to
matters that are already in
progress from other entities, and
by creating opportunities for stu-
dents that they might not other-
wise have. Since this work is long
and arduous, and is often done
in meetings, it is hard for the rest
of the campus to see the differ-
ence that we make until work
comes to fruition. Therefore, if
you are at all interested in observ-
ing the work that we do together,
or if the thought that "the SGA
doesn't do anything" has ever
been present in your head, I,
along with the rest of the SGA,
encourage you to come to our
general assembly meetings on
Sunday nights at 7 p.m. They are
in Hamlin Hall (between Mather
and the Long Walk), and as we
are always looking for fresh ideas
and perspectives, we encourage
every member of the community
to observe and offer input within
these meetings. If you have any
questions or ideas relating to stu-
dent life at Trinity, my specific
Student Life committee, or the
SGA please e-mail me at
Jacqueline.Maye@trincoll.edu. I,
and the rest of the SGA, truly
appreciate your suggestions and
we look forward to continuing to
serve our community in the
future.
continued from page 3
showed me an e-mail being circu-
lated by some professors who had
actually taken the time to scour
Facebook for pictures of offensive
costumes. The main focus of the
pictures was people dressed as
Indians (Native Americans if you
want to be totally P.C.). The first
thing I thought when I saw the
pictures was that these people had
done a pretty good job putting
together their costumes. But, of
course, the real issue wasn't the
creative efforts of these individu-
als, but the inexcusably offensive
nature of their portrayals. When I
told my teacher that I had been
going out as a Mexican for years,
she seemed a bit troubled. I gave
her the standard reassurances that
I didn't mean any negativity
towards the Hispanic community
or Mexicans or anything like that,
but she was steadfast in reminding
me that that didn't matter and
that anyone who got their hands
on a picture of me could twist it
any way they wanted.
What bothered me the most
about the whole situation was the
aggressiveness with which these
professors went after students.
Sure, dressing up as an Indian is
kind of offensive I guess, but it's
significantly less offensive than the
majority of what's in the media
today, including many works of
art, or songs, or films, and their
personal expressions that people
will defend to the death. It's defi-
nitely less offensive than the
skimpy costumes that some of the
young ladies displayed, however
alluring they may have been,
though you'll hear nothing more
than a few peeps about that.
There has to be more important
things for an instructor to do with
their time (read: educate youth)
than going on a witch hunt
through an online social service.
My sister had a similar inci-
dent occur at her school and tried
to tout first amendment rights as
a justification For people being
allowed to wear whatever costume
they want. This doesn't stand up,
however. Both of our schools are
private institutions and they have
the right to regulate what they
will. But, as we seemingly make
advances in tolerance, I feel that
we are losing sight of what really
makes the first amendment and
tolerance of all speech and
thought great. The fight for the
acceptance of other perspectives,
ethnicities, nationalities, etc., is a
crucial issue in all facets of socie-
ty, including college campuses.
But the repression and persecu-
tion of the opposite viewpoint is
not the way to approach getting
rid of ignorance. This just leads to
resentment and widens that gap
between the two sides* Was the
kid who did the blackface last
year wrong? He sure as hell was. It
doesn't get much more tasteless
than that. But to turn that inci-
dent into the circus that it
became and then have professors
form some sort of crusade in the
name of tolerance by doing every-
thing short of violating the priva-
cy of students residences lessens
the impact of any positives that
came from the whole thing. The
forum that followed was full of
condemnations, not level dia-
logue. And what good can forc-
ing punishment on someone who
dressed up in a slightly offensive
costume on Halloween bring?
The prudent thing to have
done would have been to switch
my costume. I didn't. I went out
again in my poncho and som-
brero, and I got a few comments
and laughs without any other
incident. Was. it out of some
rebellious feeling against the
increasing sensitivity of the world?
No, again, it was mostly out of
laziness and a lack of time and
funds. There hasn't been any big
commotion about costumes this
year either. Does this mean that
everyone is taking it a bit easier
this year? Or does it mean that no
one was offensive enough to start
the snowball rolling downhill? I
don't know. But I'll probably
wear my Mexican costume again
next year, come what may.
Along the Wrong Walk
What do you think about having pets on campus? j
"As long as they are not chihuahuas."
Fabio Botarelli
CLASS OF 2010
"It brightens up my day when I see one/3
Alfonso Bui
CLASS OF 2008
"I don't mind as long as they're cute."
Kmza Elahi
CLASS OF 2009
"Little dogs are not real."
'• ' . i 1
.' .tfe! Stephanie Chan
~ 'r CLASS OF 2011
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see: http://internet2.trincoli.edu/TCcal/webcal.aspx.
Green Tip of the Week
Instead of using google.com for your Internet
searches, start using earthle.com.
Earthle.com uses a black background, with the
idea in mind that if we as humans all join
together and make the smallest of changes in
our daily lives we can have a massive impact
on saving Mother Earth. The search is still
powered by Google, so the results you get
from earthle.com are the same as what you
would get using google.com.
Facts and figures:
According to Mark Ontkush, a leading expert in 'green' computing, "Google gets
about 200 million queries a day. Assuming that each query is displayed for about 10
seconds, that means Google is running for about 550,000 hours every day on some
desktop. Assuming that users run Google in full screen mode, Earthle.com's shift to
a black background will save a total of 15 watts. That turns into a global savings of
8.3 Megawatt-hours per day, or about 3000 Megawatt-hours a year. At 10 cents a
kilowatt-hour, that's $75,000, a goodly amount of energy and dollars for changing a
few color codes."
Community Service Spotlight
By Anne Bonfiglio '10
This week's Community Service Spotlight shines on
Trinity's Habitat for Humanity for their work on the ,5th
4th. Habitrot is a 5K run that starts and finishes on the
Trinity track, with what Habitat president Emma
Etheridge '08 calls an "extremely fun" course set up
around the Trinity Campus for the body of the run.
Prizes, including gift certificates for Trinity gear and
goody bags, were awarded to 1st and 2nd place male
and female runners as well as the runner who came
sporting the best costume. The race also featured T-
shirts for the first 100 to register, free food, and music at
the start and finish.
Habitrot is a benefit race; it cost $15 dollars to enter
an individual racer, $10 to enter a racer under a team.
The money raised from Habitrot goes towards Habitat's
house fund, which contributes the $75,000 needed to be
put towards a house that Habitat is hoping to co-spon-
sor in the future.
To organize Habitrot, the Habitat E-board had to con-
tact most athletic teams, cultural and Greek organiza-
tion heads in order to recruit participants, as well as
tabling at Mather during dinner and placing an adver-
tisement on Trinity Exchange. They had to secure food
for the racers from Chartwells and the music which was
provided by Alfonso Bui '08. Two Habitat members
walked the course Friday with a bright orange mile mark-
er to check that it met the 5K length.
Habitat would like to send out a special thanks to
Robin Sheppard, Professor of Physical Education and
Associate Director of Athletics; Kristen Noone, Assistant
Professor of Physical Education and Head Coach of
Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving; Walt Adamy,
Facilities and Intramural Coordinator; George Suitor,
Associate Professor of Physical Education and Head
Coach of Men's and Women's Cross Country, Indoor
Track and Outdoor Track; and TJ Barber, Associate
Director for Operations and Judicial Affairs, for lending
them the necessary equipment for the race.
If you would like to help contribute to Habitat's
fundraising, there will be a 50/50 raffle this coming
weekend at the homecoming football game, along with
a spare change drive on Nov. 11th. If you are interested
in helping with Habitat construction, the next two builds












Students are allowed to park in designated lots from 5 p.m. until 7 a.m., and must move to make room for faculty cars.
By ANGELA COLANTONIO '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Summit Street is typically
packed with student-owned vehi-
cles-parked in spaces, parked on
the street, and straddling the
curb, perpendicular to other cars.
Since Long Walk construction
has temporarily taken away park-
ing lots and many students must
commute to school after being
forced into offcimpiis housinc
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the parking areas by Ferris
Athletic Center, the parking lots
at the end of Vernon Street, and
the parking lot behind the new
hockey rink on New Britain
Avenue, Buildings and Grounds
has constructed two new lots at
the corner of Allen Place and
Broad Street. Summit Street, on
the other hand, is property of the
City of Hartford, and is moni-
tored daily by the Hartford Police
Department.
Signs on Summit Street clear-
ly state that students should
never double-park, block other
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tion with the current system.
Several students have complained
after getting ticketed for parking
in an area not designated for
them. However, it is difficult for
students to avoid this violation
when lots are not marked proper-
ly. In one incident, Deirdre
Silcott '10 said she, "got a ticket
for parking in one of the Summit
lots that did not have a sign [say-
ing] I couldn't park there." When
she went to the Campus Safety
office to pay her ticket, she said
"the officer there seemed quite
angry because, according to him,
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tunes." He also points out that
"parking on the street can get
see LITTLE on page 8
Dean Card Discusses Student Culture
ByJAMESKUKSnS'10
TRIPOD STAFF
Associate Dean of Students
Christopher Card has been at
Trinity since November 1998.
According to the College, he "is
responsible for coordinating the
non-academic judicial process
process [...]. He also has over-
sight of the Greek-letter organi-
zations and serves as advisor to;
several student organizations."
The Tripod: This paper has
published a lot about the
Annual Campus Safety Report
and the increases in alcohol and
drug violations. How have you
seen these increases in your
duties?
Dean Card: I think, just
intuitively, there are a couple of
things I can think about that
would cause those increases
which we're seeing not only in
terms of cases that we hear but
in terms of what we've seen. I
think it probably is due to
increased vigilance on the part
of the residential staff - we've
been seeing, and I don't know
what would be interesting to
see, quite frankly, is whether or
not the number of actual inci-
dents has increased.
TT: Or just the ones that
they catch.
CC: Or there are actually
more students involved.
Because if you have one inci-
dent where you have 15 students
involved as opposed to smaller
numbers, that is something.
There are a couple of cases that
we did note, for example last
semester when we had 46 stu-
dents arrested at The Tap by
Hartford Police, that is going to
bump the numbers. But I think
one of the things we have seen
this semester and over the
course of the past year is that
students were having larger scale
events. So when [Residential
Assistants] go to confront a
room they're not just finding
one student sitting around
they're probably finding 10 - 15
students in quite a few of those
cases and our practice is to judi-
cate all those cases. So each
time we see statistic lists we
have to be careful that we're not
saying that there have been 544
Non-harmful fibers found in construction
mastic to be removed within two weeks
By LAUREN TURUK'09
TRIPOD STAFF
The Washington Room on
the top floor of Mather has been
sealed for an asbestos abatement
project. The asbestos, which was
found in the mastic (glue) that
holds the wood floor to the sub-
floor, does not pose any health
threats.
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machine was brought in to
remove the residual mastic on
the sub-floor. To ensure that any
asbestos fibers do not escape the
containment, a negative air filter
was brought in so that the fibers
could be disposed of properly.
individual cases or incidents, it
can be far less but involving a
greater number of people. And
I just haven't poured over the
stats enough to figure out what
that breakdown is.
TT: When the Residential
life people do the write-up how
does it get to your office?
CC: My office will have
access to any report. The resi-
dential life office has a process
of judication whereby the area 1
coordinators will judicate cases |
that come from the residential
system. They typically will deal
with cases that originate from
the residential system and there
are cases that won't neccessarly
result in separation from the
College or aren't serious
enough for my office to get
involved. The area coordinators
will determine which of the area
officers will [deal with it], if it's
something that serious, extreme
repeated behavior, recitivism, if
it's issues that would likely lead
to separation from the College
or more severe sanctions than
"I am immediately
distressed that there




ate there those few
weeks before the new
Mather was open."
-Megg Miller '08
When asbestos fibers are fri-
able, or can easily be turned to
dust by a simple touch, then it
poses a health and safety threat.
Misbach explained how the
asbestos fibers in the
Washington Room's mastic "are
non-friable and tightly bound in
a very strong, hard glue-like sub-
stance. It is virtually impossible
to break apart the mastic and











stances, it is bet-
ter to keep the
asbestos contain-
ing material in
place as long as it
remains in good
condition and is
non-friable [..,] However, in this
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the containment will ensure that
there is no exposure."
A common misconception
concerning asbestos is that it
see FIREPROOF on page 8






The Washington Room in Mather has been sealed for the removal of asbestos.
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Heischman's Replacement Bantam Bus Slowly Attracts Students
Found in Reverend Read
continued from page 1
of who could follow Heischman,
Read's "name came up time and
again."
The search committee was led
by President Jones. Last spring,
he said that the committee would
be looking "for an individual
who is both a cler-








it seems as though
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Yale, and a B.A.
University of Virginia. While at
Yile, Read was awarded the John
A| Wade Prize for expository
preaching. Read was a seminarian
at St. Bartholomew's Church in
"Teaching is as high a
calling and as much an
intentional vocation as
ordained ministry, and
I see my role as pastor
in the college commu-










New York City and both Grace
and St. Peter's Church in
Hamden, Conn.
"Teaching is as high a calling
and as much an intentional voca-
tion as ordained ministry, and I
see my role as pastor in the col-
lege community to be one that








Read said in a
press release dis-
tributed by











ship." T h e
chaplaincy has a
strong tradition
at Trinity. From 1823 until 1943,
the majority of Trinity's presi-
dents were Episcopal priests who
doubled as chaplain. The full-
time position was not established
until 1946.
continued from page 1
-ning stages," says Yanni-Lazarus,
"and having an easy and free
option to travel downtown on a
Thursday night is a success."
However, not even Yanni-
Lazarus is willing to call the
project a complete success yet.
While the Bantam Bus is now
available and free for students
and their friends to use, the
question as to the extent to
which students will actually uti-
lize the service is still largely
unknown. Although the exact
number of riders is not clear, the
shuttle's maiden voyage .on Oct.
25 did not see the usage levels
that were expected.
Nonetheless, SGA President
Andrew Pedro '08 remains
enthusiastic about the prospects
of a useful and efficient Bantam
Bus service for the Trinity stu-
dent body. "I think that it has
been very well received, but the
initial use has been lower than
expected," said Pedro. "I think
that within a couple moie weeks
students will likely utilize it
more."
The school administration
has also had some concerns
about the service. "The adminis-
tration was concerned about the
conduct of students on the bus,"
said Pedro, "but through global
e-mails we have emphasized that
Trinity's rules still apply while
riding the bus and that students
are ultimately responsible for
their behavior." It would appear
that for the time being this
seems to have quelled the con-
cerns of administration officials.
While it seems that most
people have not yet used the
shuttle, it appears that many
intend to do so soon. Loretta
Cremmins '11, who has not yet
taken advantage of the Bantam
Bus, said, "I think it's a good
idea for people who don't have
cars, especially freshmen, to get
off campus."
Initial calculations of this
past Thursday's rider turnout
seemed more promising than
figures from the previous week.
Students riding the shuttle on
Thursday night expressed their
satisfaction with the new service.
One student mentioned how
nice it was to not have to worry
about finding transportation or
a designated driver. Others were
particularly satisfied with the
overall comfort and convenience
of the shuttle. Several students
made sure to point out ameni-
ties such as the comfortable
lighting, heating, seating, and
overall spaciousness of the vehi-
cle.
On the ride into Downtown
Phil Almquist '08 spoke about
how other colleges in New
England have been running shut-
tle services into metropolitan
areas for years. Tufts University,
for instance, operates a daily shut-
tle service that runs into Boston
and some of the surrounding sub-
urban areas. Almquist expressed
that while Tufts has a slightly larg-
er campus than that of Trinity, it
is nonetheless the right time for
Trinity to start operating a shuttle
service into. Downtown.
The future of the Bantam
Bus will largely depend on the
results of the next few weeks.
"The SGA needs to see a
demand for this service," Pedro
explained, "we will be looking at
the usage throughout the semes-
ter in order to determine if it
should continue next semester."
The shuttle service has been
one of the bigger projects that
the SGA has been working on
this semester. Yanni-Lazarus also
pointed out that the Bantam
Bus service is just one piece in a
series of initiatives that the SGA
has been focusing on to address
important issues that affect the
student body. "The SGA has
worked really hard on this proj-
ect and is very committed to
making Trinity College a better
place for the student body," said
Yanni-Lazarus. "With that said,
we are always eager to hear rec-
ommendations for this and
future projects."
[Editor's Note: While the
author of this news article has
tried diligently to remain neu-
tral and avoid any bias, the
author of this article strongly
feels that he must disclose the
fact that he is a member of the
SGA.]
Safe When in Good Condition
continued from page 7
asbestosis,always causes lung cancer,
and/or mesothelioma, an
always fatal cancer of the
lining of the lungs. While
these diseases can devel-
op due to overexposure
to large amounts of
asbestos, these illnesses
do not develop from
casual exposure.
Asbestos is a naturally
occurring mineral and
most people living in an
urban environment are
exposed to it every day. It
is in our ambient air. The
mastic in the Washington
Room contains 15 per-
cent chrysotile asbestos,
the least toxic form of
asbestos. It was once > a
preferred building material because of its
fire proofing and structural strength
properties. .
Although the asbestos is of no threat
to anyone on campus, some students have
mixed feelings about why they were not
informed by the College of the presence
of asbestos. "I am immediately distressed
that there was not a campus-wide notifica-
tion of this apparent disaster, especially
because I ate there those few weeks before
the new Mather was open. It is [the
College's] responsibility to [inform stu-
dents], but I appreciate the emphasis on
'safety' nonetheless," said Megg: Miller
'08. "We should have been, aware of this
because it creates distrust between the stu-
dent body and the College if information
is held from us."
"I think that it is
unfortunate that there
has been asbestos
there, but it happens
with old buildings [...]
I don't feel as though
the College needs to
notify [the] student
population unless it is
going to pose any kind
of health risk."
-John Drakos '08
Other students feel the opposite. "I
think that it is unfortunate that there has
been asbestos there, but it happens with
old buildings. As long as
the College removes- it
safely and it isn't put into
the air, then it isn't really a
big deal other than the
fact that it is very expen-
sive to remove," said John
Drakos '08. "I don't feel as
though the College needs
to notify [the] student
population unless it is
going to pose any kind of
health risk."
Besides the Washington
Room, other buildings on
campus have also been
identified as containing
asbestos or other suspect
materials, in case a renova-
tion is ever required.
Extensive paperwork has been filed on
these buildings, ensuring their safety. "We
have an Asbestos Management Plan,
which covers all College buildings," said
Misbach. "Under the Plan, prior to any
renovation or construction project, an
asbestos survey is performed by a CT
licensed asbestos inspector [...] Some
information we have on file already. If we
don't have sample data in our files, then
we perform the inspection and sampling
as needed."
The Washington Room will remain
sealed shut until a final air clearance sam-
pling is completed and inspectors
approve the break down of the contain-
ment. The entire process will be complet-
ed within the next two weeks and will
cost approximately $18,000.
Recent Commuter Student Surge
continued from page 7
your car broken into." There are safety
concerns associated with this dilemma.
Alexander Dancho '08 seems to sum up
the student .body's aggravation. "I have
found it nearly impossible to find parking
anywhere even functionally close to my
classes during the day; I often leave my
house 15 minutes early (for a five minute
drive) and end up arriving at class five to
10 minutes late because I am unable to
find a place to locate my car." Students in
situations such as Dancho's are at an aca-
demic disadvantage because they must
drive themselves to cam-
pus for class. Dancho also
contends that this situa-
tion is unfair for upper
classmen forced off cam-
pus. He continued, "I find
it absolutely ridiculous
that off-campus students,
who are, in a certain light,
aiding Trinity College by
opening up more on-cam-
pus housing, are being
penalized by having
absolutely nowhere to park





Lyons, from Jan. 23 to the
present Campus Safety has
towed 271 vehicles from
campus lots. In the calendar year of 2006
Campus Safety towed 410 vehicles, which
averages out to more than one every day.
Campus Safety investigates all daily com-
plaints about parking and will tow viola-
"I £nd it absolutely
ridiculous that off-cam-
pus students, who are,
in a certain light, aid-
ing Trinity College by
opening up more on-
campus housing, are
being penalized by hav-
ing absolutely nowhere
to park the cars they
need to get back and
forth."
-Alexander Dancho '08
tors arid issue parking infractions to
offenders. Lyons assured that Campus
Safety does attempt to contact "the owner
of the offending vehicle when feasible to
have that vehicle moved to an appropriate
space on campus."
It does not appear that there is any
immediate action being taken to address
this problem. One possible indirect solu-
tion would be the introduction of Zip
Cars to the campus, which is currently
being considered by the Student
Government Association. Zip Cars would
be vehicles available to any Trinity student
to rent at any time for a reasonable rate.
The primary motive for
these vehicles would be to
encourage students not to
feel as though they need a
car to drive from one end
of campus to the other. As
Dean of Students
Frederick Alford
explained, "The real rea-
son to do this is to begin
the changes that all global
citizens will need to make
if we don't want to make
Des Moines a coastal city,
but less demand for park-
ing could be a pleasing
side effect."
Dancho said he is "dis-
gusted by the way Trinity
has handled this situa-
tion." Despite the large
increase in off-campus stu-
dents and the parking lots closed off due
to the Long Walk construction, the only
additional lots are the two on the corner
of Broad and Allen, relatively far from
most classrooms.
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continued from page 1
we can identify the underlying
social issues between students of
different class backgrounds,"
Alfonso Bui '08 explained.
Another student who wished to
remain anonymous thought that
"these forums will be useful only
if they produce some form of con-
crete action."
N a t h a n
Kirschbaum '09,
an IDP










of racism or any
kind of hate or
[incidents of]
bias, we do have a
responsibility to
ourselves and to our community
to put a stop to insensitive and
hurtful conduct." The committee
mirrors this view in explaining
that Trinity must "create a com-
munity in which we all feel
responsible for each other [...] by
fostering a sense of community,
intellectual curiosity, and mutual
respect."
Trinity's climate committee
offers six groupings of "Goals and
Recommendations" in their pro-
posal. The first addresses diversify-
"The proposal that was
released last week said
nothing definitive. It
said all the things we
already knew [...]
Reading the proposal
left me with an ill feel-
ing - it basically said,
We can't make every-
one happy.'"
-Anonymous Student
ing the "student body, faculty, and
staff." This includes allocating
"More money for financial aid for
students of color and first genera-
lion, low-income, and middle-class
students" and pursuing "a more
professional and effective process
to advance affirmative action."
The second group looks at
improving social and academic
spaces and the third involves reor-
ganizing the con-

















structures." This would serve to
diversify ideas and open dialogue
among campus constituencies.
The fourth group of recom-
mendations addresses curriculum.
Here, the committee reminds
readers "that to be a truly educat-
ed person is to be open to differ-
ent perspectives, to be willing to
explore new ideas and experiences,
and to wrestle with different
approaches to issues." They rec-
ommend adding a question about
diversity to the Trinity application
which would serve to recruit stu-
dents who could relieve our cur-
rent dilemma.
The fifth section looks into
how Trinity can mend the campus
community and the sixth propos-
es ways to improve Trinity's ties to
the Hartford community. In order
to implement their recommenda-
tions, the climate committee calls
for "[t]he immediate creation of a
'President's Special Council on
Campus Community." This coun-
cil would "monitor new programs
and assess their effectiveness, pro-
vide a clearinghouse for new ideas
and proposals, and serve as a pool
of advisors if specific issues arise."
According to one student,
who chose to remain anonymous,
"The proposal that was released
last week said nothing definitive.
It said all the things we already
knew in regards to a split campus.
Reading the proposal left me
with an ill feeling - it basically
said, 'We can't make everyone
happy.'"
The final word on which rec-
ommendations are implemented
is left to the Board of Trustees.
In December, the committee
must give their final report to
the board. The trustees control
the purse strings and they will
decide which expense incurring
recommendations will be
approved. For that reason, the
committee separated their con-
cluding recommendations into
"those with costs attached" and
"those with low or no costs
attached."
i j
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Trinity Alum and Former Connecticut
Governor Meskiil Dies at 79
Thomas J. Meskiil, Trinity College Class of 1950,
died on Oct. 29 due to a blood disorder at his home
in Florida. Meskiil, who served as Governor of
Connecticut for one term from 1971 to 1975, was also
a United States Representative and a federal appeals
court judge. Meskiil was a native of New Britain, CT
and after graduating from Trinity and serving three
years in the United States Air Force he received his
degree in law from the University of Connecticut in
1956.
David Friend to Give Jan Cohn Lecture:
"Witnessing 9/11: How Pictures Changed Us"
The Jan Cohn Lecture is an annual lecture dealing
with topics relating to American Studies, culture, and
history.
This year's lecturer and Jan Cohn Visiting Scholar
will be David Friend. He will discuss his new book,
Watching The World Change: The Stories Behind The
Images of 9/11, which addresses the importance of
photography, television, and the Internet in the 21st
century. In The New York Times Book Review,
Garrison Keillor called Friend's new book, "lucid,
thoughtful and wide-ranging [...] In truth, Friend's
excellent writing conveys more of the truth of the day
than photographs can." www.trincoll.edu
The lecture will be held at 4 p.m. in the Rittenberg
Lounge on Tuesday, Nov. 6,2007.
U.S. Army Information Session
with Claudia Zawacki, MD!
Join us for lunch and. a dynamic lecture in the-area of
Internal Medicine
Guest Lecturer: Clorinda Zawacki, MD, Current Accession
Liaison to the Office of the Surgeon General,
Profile: Dr. Zawacki has a BS in Microbiology from the
University of Georgia. She attended Med-School at the
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences
University. She has been board certified by the American
Board of Internal Medicine in 1996 and she currently
possesses a Virginia. State License as a.MD.
Academic Appointments include: Clinical Assistant
Professor, Texas Tech University Health Science Center,
School of Medicine, Lubbock, TX - 2004 to present
Clinical Assistant Professor, University of Nebraska
Health Science Center, School of Medicine, Lincoln, NE -
2000 to 2005
Time: 12 noon to 1PM
Date: 6 November 2007
Where: Career Services Video Conference Rm
Please RSVP to E-recruiting or by phone to x2080.
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Students Choose to Drink on Campus, Not to Explore the City
continued from page 7
res-life is able to impose - then those
cases come to my office. So in truth the
majority of cases don't even reach my
office.
TT: All the students that I've talked
to were very pleased and impressed with
the handling of the Tap incident last
semester. What goes into your decisions
when you're handling a situation like
that?
CC: Well there are couple of factors.
One, you have a practical approach and
the other part is to bear in rny mind that
our traditional philosophy must be situ-
ated in an educational context.
And so one of the things that we
want to do is figure out how best do you
handle such a large group efficiently,
promptly, and fairly? Would it make
sense for me to sit with 46 individual stu-.
dents — perhaps, perhaps not. I mean
quite frankly, we've had those kinds of
mass arrests before and we've done those
individual sessions. And from a practical
perspective, it's probably not the best
use of my time. I'm not quite sure that
getting them together in the way that we
did and focusing on the educational
message isn't the best thing. So there's a
practical perspective in what we did this
time which was a group response, a
group educational session.
The other part about it too is when
.yOjU, look at a case that does involve
.arrests off campus where you already
have students who are going to go
through the criminal process and the
legal process in the City of Hartford,
you already have some other opportuni-
ty for a sanction to be imposed through
the courts. That is not to say that every
time a student gets arrested we will defer
to higher courts because as a private
institution we have the responsibility to
ensure that what goes on on campus is
appropriate for our campus community.
But my philosophy is if you are to
compare the kind of violations that we
saw in the Tap arrest situation to what
we see on campus in terms of a purse
offender violation, one of our chief con-
cerns is making sure that we give folks
enough education so they don't put
themselves back in that situation again.
And so, in my opinion, it was rea-
sonable in this case from a practical per-
spective but keeping in line with our
educational philosophy that let's provide
the information to these folks so that
they understand the risk that they put
themselves at, understand the issues that
surround them when they get off-cam-
pus, and realize that it has repercussions
with the city.
And try that way because, again, we
are not looking just to punish people. I
understand that punishment can be an
important part of responding appropri-
ately to violations but in this case from
a practical and educational perspective it
seemed to be the appropriate thing to
do.
TT: Do you think that the ways the
school can deal with situations and, if nec-
essary, punishment, are effective to the stu-
dents? Do you think that the education
has an impact?
CC: I should hope it does and I
think it does. And the way we know it
and one of the ways we can verify it is
to look at what sort of repeat offenders
we have or whether or not folks are
going from lower scale incidents to more
significant incidents that would carry
more significant repercussions for them.
And I think that once we get a chance
to intervene at an early enough stage
and communicate what our expectations
are clearly, I think many of the times
students get in trouble, apart from will-
fully ignoring the regulations of the
College are. Sometimes folks just don't
know and often what we're not trying to
do here ... we're not trying to penalize
ignorance. But I think it can be effec-
tive. I think in some cases it has been
effective.
I think that it is a hard question to
answer because sometimes you also have
to look at the level of the violation.
We've had cases and I think the situa-
tion is probably true that once folks
have gone through the process more
often than not folks don't want to go
back through the process. And I think
we're in a better position as a College to
say to a student now you know, and here
are our expectations if we see you back
again in a similar situation. That gives
us some indication [...] and I think stu-
dents take that away and understand
what our expectations are. So this isn't
the easiest of places to navigate and I
expect that students will learn from the
experience, apply the experience of an
early judicial situation to the rest of
their lives as they navigate their way
through Trinity.
TT; Kind of a shift of topic here -
where have you worked before Trinity?
CC: I was at Tufts and Clark. I went
to both institutions, Tufts and Clark,
and I worked in a very centralized system
for a while.
TT: And how do you see Trinity's stu-
dents body stacking up to the students at
the previous institutions you worked at?
CC: In regards to ... ?
TT: The behavior of the student
body, what they do for fun.
CC: Not much different to be hon-
est. When you're talking about an insti-
tution like Tufts where students have
more access to off-campus opportunities
I love that the energy would be diffused
by them going off campus. In Tufts you
have the Medford community which has
a little entertainment strip and then you
have access to Boston.
Here, there is a large array of oppor-
tunities that Hartford has to offer. I
think Hartford has a significant amount
of opportunities in the community. But
we have a residential college here that is
really residential in the fact that many
students engage in social activities on the
campus.
Part II of this article will be run in
the News Section next week, where Dean
Card will discuss the challenges facing
Trinity's Greek houses, and the growth




Professor Drew Hyland Reminisces On 40 Years at Trinity College
November 6, 2007
By CARVER DISERENS (09
TRIPOD STAFF
Carver interviews Charles A.
Dana Professor of Philosophy
Dr. Drew Hyland.
Carver Diserens: I know
you're a big sports enthusiast;
what is your favorite sport to
play and your favorite to watch?
Drew Hyland: I don't watch
that much, but I did play basket-
ball in college and so that is the
game I love the most. I only
stopped playing basketball about
six years ago, out of respect for
the game. It's a beautiful game
if you play it right, but if you
don't ...
Carver. When you play, do
you do any trash talking?
Drew. I never instituted it.
Carver. If you were to trash
talk would you break out some
philosophical text to really stick
it to your opponent?
Drew. Not so much. Back
when I was trash talking I barely
knew anything about philoso-
phy.
Carver. What philosopher is
the best trash talker?
Drew. Probably Nietzsche,
although he would've been a mis-
erable athlete. But he had the
sharpest tongue of any of the
philosophers I know.
Carver. You are a big propo-
nent of the philosophy that "the
unexamined life is, not wpxtk4ipw
ing." How do you think Trinity
students do as self-examiners?
Drew. In any cohort as large
as Trinity, students, some are,
some aren't. I have had really
www.princetonvarsitycluD7alumniathlete.com
Philosophy Professor Drew Hyland was an avid basketball player back in college.
great students in Philosophy.
I've heard horror stories from my
colleagues, but overall I've been
very fortunate.
Carver: Did you do a lot of
self-examination while at
Princeton?
,»*,», Dj&m I oppose I did some,
but not as much as I try to
encourage some of the students
to do. The whole time I was
playing basketball at Princeton
no teacher ever came up to me
and said, "You should really
think about this."
Carver. What was the title of
your thesis at Princeton?
Drew-. The Platonic and
Aristotelian Classifications of
Knowledge.
Carver. At Princeton every
student has to write a thesis. Did
you like that?
Drew. I did. It is an impor-
tant intellectual step to write a
paper that you can't hold all of
m your head at one time. You
just can't have an 80-page paper
in your head and so you have to
think in a very different way.
Carver. Do you think Trinity
should adopt this policy?
Drew. I like the way that the
Philosophy department does it;
you have to write one to make
honors. If a student isn't suffi-
ciently intellectually engaged to
want to write a thesis, then they
won't enjoy it, they won't benefit
from it and it





what is the first
thing you change?
Drew. I would






would like to see
much more educa-
tional experimen-
tation. My sense is





look at the past,
few years: most of
the exciting educational experi-
ments have died because of lack
of support. The Tutorial
College, the center for corrobo-
rative teaching and research, the
human rights program still exists
"I would like to cut
way down on the
bureaucracy that is
required to do some-
thing genuinely new
[at Trinity]. I would
like to see much
more educational
experimentation. My
sense is that there is
very little active sup-
port for doing some-
thing very different."




but it's not getting anything
close to the support it needs. Ii
you want to do something differ-
ent you have to be prepared to
be on your own.
Carver. Now you're you
again. Tell me why philosophy is
the king of all the academic dis-
ciplines.
Drew. One of the best analo-
gies I can think of is the
metaphor of tilling the soil.
When the farmer tills the soil he
turns it over and in
turning it over he
deepens it and
enriches it. The
right kind of philo-
sophical thinking
turns over the soil
of your life.
Carver. In col-
lege, did you ever




picked up girls by
saying I was on the
basketball team.
Whenever we








there, whom should they read to
find out about the philosophy of
cruising for chicks?
Drew. The trick is not to pick
see DR HYLAND on page 14
Vijay Prashad Offers Advice On Composing Written Arguments
ByJORDYNSIMS'10
TRIPOD STAFF
Last Thursday, Nov. 1, George
and Martha Kellner Chair in
South Asian History and
Professor of International Studies
Vijay Prashad gave a talk about
writing effectively for argumenta-
tive and persuasive purposes.
Prashad prefaced the talk by
explaining that when speaking or
writing in opposition to power,
people tend to do so in a way
that comes across as bullying, or


















move people," he said,
encourages speakers
informed humor to draw their
audiences in. He cited examples
such as The Onion, Jon Stewart,
What becomes chal-
lenging is when you
branch out from a
literary style and
argue for an opinion
that goes against the
general grain. In
order to do this
effectively, you have
to find the voice




and Stephen Colbert: not only
are they extremely humorous,
but they also reveal important
facets of issues of political dis-
course.
"It's really easy to write in The
New Yorker if you are writing sty-.
listically and with the grain,"
Prashad said. "What becomes
challenging is when you branch
out from a literary style and argue
for an opinion that goes against
the general grain. In order to do
this effectively, you have to find








ions if simply pre-
sented with fact,
repeated over and






have to open your
discussion with
something that will make your
audience stop, possibly some-,,
thing that will make them laugh.
"Reality is hilarious if you look at
it from the right perspective."
A writer must catch his audi-
ence off-guard and focus not so
much on the issues but on com-
pletely changing his or her read-
er's framework of thought.
Prashad offered three steps to
creating an effective piece of writ-
ing.
First, the writer must get
under the audience's skin and
change the way that they think.
Here, Prashad recommended
"vulnerability that's interesting."
If you let yourself be human in
front of your audience, you will
connect with them and you will
get under their skin.
Of equal importance is the
objective of the second step: for
the writer to get under his or her
own skin and really understand
his or her own framework of
thought. This leads into the
third and final step, where the
writer must learn how to write
about situations that he or she is
involved with while remaining
detached.
The story should not be
about the writer. Prashad cited
Eric Schlosser's Fast Food
Nation as an excellent example
of this. He said that while he did
know a lot about the dangers of
fast food after reading the book,
he knew nothing about the
writer aside from the fact that he
liked French fries. Schlosser was
able to be a part of the story yet
narrate it without taking the
focus away from his objective: to




an essay, novel, or
even of a speech,
Prashad brought
up one of the great
inventions of mod-




space. There is a
presumption of
wholeness in histo-
ry, of the idea that






Prashad pointed out that history
is not made up of just one per-
spective. There are different class-
es and agendas, all of which give
different impressions and per-
spectives. By using the modernist
approach to narrative, you can
break the linearity often created.
Prashad explained that one of
many ways to do this is to offer a
"mosaic" of narratives. He used
the example of the history of
By following
[Prashad's] advice,
writers will be able
to write loudly and
to be heard, drawing
audience members
in, and avoid the
setf-righteous hector-
ing diat so often
occurs in writing
that seeks to work
against power and
that goes against the
common grain of
thought
Sudan and suggested offering sev-
eral different narrative stories
interspersed throughout the his-
tory. I t is an issue, Prashad said.
of how to make the
history interesting,
how to compile all
of the information
and narratives, and




brought up was the
concept of whc
the writer's audi-










rely on the media to publicize
their work. "Become your own
media," he said.
By following his advice, writ-
ers will be able to write loudly
and to be heard, drawing audi-
ence members in and avoiding
the self-righteous hectoring that
so often occurs in writing thai
seeks to work, against power and
that goes against the common
grain of thought.
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the power to lift this world up;,
that power. It's time for your general
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Trinity Students Connect With Other CT Students
By SAMH GARDINER c10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
One of the most powerful seg-
ments of the Power Shift
Conference this weekend was the
"State Breakout Sessions," held at
the culmination of Saturday's
packed schedule of panel discus-
sions. At their respective breakout
sessions, participants had the
opportunity to meet activists and
students from their respective
states. In a loosely structured dis-
cussion, attendees shared ideas,
success stories, and participated in
an overall discussion about the
various struggles they have had to
overcome in their efforts to hold
their campuses to more "green"
standards.
Trinity was well represented at
the Connecticut breakout panel.
present HOST the TJnivefsitjr of
Connecticut and Southern
Connecticut State University.
Yale, Wesleyan, and Connecticut
College were also represented.
One of the major issues covered
was which campuses' president's
had signed the Presidential
Climate Commitment. The
University of Connecticut, most
notably, had not. As was
announced earlier this year,
President Jones signed the
Presidential . Climate
Commitment over the summer. A
committee has since been formed
to ensure that Trinity achieves the
goals set forth by the commit-
ment. The committee is currently
concerned with taking an account
of everything at Trinity ranging
from where we buy our food to
how comprehensive our recycling
program is, to the type of faucets
and drinking fountains we have
here. They are trying to look at
all of these issues through an envi-
ronmental lens and plan to use
this research to decide how
Trinity needs to act. Concerning
other Connecticut colleges,
Wesleyan had formed a similar
committee.
Although the Presidential
Climate Commitment is a very-
important symbolic effort in the
national mobilization against
global warming, it is crucial to
remember the student action it
supports. Students shared
accounts of various campaigns
they had mounted at their home
schools. Outside of Trinity these
included garden-sustainable, din-
ing, an increase of bio-fuel pro-
duction, campus rallies to raise
awareness, waiving library printer
fees for printing on recycled
paper, and competitions between
residence housing units to deter-
mine who could be the most eco-
friendly. Alyssa Simpson and
Maggie Thomas, both of the
Class of 2010, spoke of their pre-
liminary efforts to replace the
bottled water in the Cave and the
Bistro with reusable water bottles
that could be filled free of charge
at water stations around campus.
network; ̂ comoone
seeks to reduce carbon emissions
by up to 63 percent by mid-centu-
ry. However, in the opinion of
the experts .who spoke at this past
weekend's conference, the provi-
sions set forth in the bill will fall
short of the 80 percent reduction
by 2050 advocated by the envi-
ronmental community.
Consequently, Senator
Lieberman's office received calls
over the weekend thanking him
for his efforts, but insisting that
he ramp up his proposal to match
the conclusions of scientists
across the country.
Activists at Trinity often
express frustration with the perva-
meeting iwas'essefrciaT as
well. Contact information was
exchanged between student lead-
ers through the Connecticut
Youth Activist Network.
Although this group is often
focused on environmental issues,
they are by no means limited to
this one subject area. Colin
Bennett, of Southern Connecticut
State University, served as the
group's representative. He stressed
the group's accessibility to all
state activists. The group is tenta-
tively scheduled to have an open
meeting in February, This idea
was well received by many confer-
ence attendees, acknowledging the
challenges faced by activists to
mobilize beyond the limits of a
home community.
A theme that surfaced
throughout the weekend and was
brought to the forefront during
the state breakout session was the
individual's capacity to influence
governmental policy within the
structure of the U.S. system. One
activist wrote the number for
Senator Lieberman's office on an
available blackboard and encour-
aged all those present to call the
Senator and push for greater envi-
ronmental reforms. The current
bill he has introduced, with
Senator John Warner of Virginia,
sive campus apathy. This same
frustration was expressed by
activists from other campuses.
But, sharing ideas and success
stories clearly motivated those
involved. The dominant goal of
the Power Shift conference was
to further motivate and empower
campus leaders who would then
carry their newfound motivation
back to their campuses.
Acknowledging the fact that
responsibility for global warming
does not solely fall on those in
power is a vital first step. We all
need to get involved. Trinity
activists now possess the neces-
sary knowledge and motivation.
Power Shift 2007
"Not since WWII have I seen this kind of
leadership from higher education. It's
outstanding"
'••'.- Anthony Cortese
"We could not teach what we purport to
teach if we were not a carbon neutral
campus."
-David Hales
"Let it be said that your generation
refused to give up on itself and will be
known as the generation, perhaps the
last generation, who had to give up so
little in order to achieve so much
because the price and the cost are going
to go up ... I want you to take away from
this great gathering a tremendous
propulsion of human energy."
- Ralph Nader _
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Id up and you're living in the country that has
enemtion to take control *s - Ralph Nader
Knowledge from Experts
Will Return to Campuses
ByJORDYNSIMS'10
TRIPOD STAFF
People in all sectors of the
Trinity community often refer to
Trinity students as apathetic and
not socially active or aware.
However, this past weekend Trinity
College brought 50 students to
Power Shift, a conference on cli-
mate change that was hosted at the
University of Maryland in College
Park. Students came from states
all over the country, ranging from
Alaska to Florida, from Virginia to
Connecticut. Trinity stood out
this weekend as one of the few col-
leges who brought such a large del-
egation of students despite the
College's comparatively small size.
A total of approximately 6,000
els on Saturday keynote spe
such as Nancy Pelosi and Ralph
Nader, workshops on Sunday, and
a lobby day on Monday.
Saturday's panels ranged from dis-
cussions on how climate change
will affect presidential candidates
in 2008, to the role of campuses in
the climate movement, to discus-
sions on what people of faith are
doing to end climate change. One
panel discussed the American
College and University Presidents'
Climate Commitment, which
President Jones signed last sum-
mer.
Also on Saturday were the state
breakout sessions, where students
from states and regions met
together to share success stories
and tactics to work to stop climate
change on their campuses. This
was particularly helpful as students
were able to discuss potential ways
to deal with the challenges
involved in creating a more green
campus.
Interspersed between panels
was a speech from Ralph Nader,
delivered to a packed audience of
students. Nader encouraged this
audience of students to take the
lead in stopping climate change,
directing their attention to the
power of corporation and its nega-
tive effects on climate change. The
audience responded with cheers to
Nader's motivational comments
such as, "Let it be said that your
generation refused to give up on
itself and will be known as the gen-
eration, perhaps the last generation,
who had to give up so little in order
to achieve so much because the
price and the cost are going to go
up."
Saturday evening's keynote
speaker, Speaker, of the House
Nancy Pelosi, gave a speech to an
overflowing auditorium. While
Pelosi spoke fairly well, the audi-
ence was far less responsive than
they had been with Nader in
response to Pelosi's predictable,
though supportive speech.
ipid^ji -^tu^jnts Iwd
j . J#fM^'<^ r f a l l D p s *? °}iO0Sefrom, involving how to promote
action on students' individual cam-
puses, case studies of already effec-
tive programs at other colleges, and
the power of the media and art in
promoting environmental aware-
ness and action. While Trinity was
unable to attend lobby day on
Monday, many Trinity students still
attended the legislative briefing for
lobby day, which educated students
on the legislature that is currently
in the Senate and the House con-
cerning environmental issues. The
conference culminated in lobby day
on Monday, where students met
with their representatives and sena-
tors to encourage them to support
plans such as an 80 percent reduc-
tion of greenhouse gas emissions by
2050.
Power Shift was by far the most-
inspiring three days that I have ever
spent during my time at Trinity. I
truly believe that the information
and knowledge that the conference
experts and speakers brought to the
6,000 students at the conference
will be dispersed among the stu-
dents' respective colleges. Through
movements such as these, the
youth of. America can rise to the
challenge of our generation: coping
with and defeating climate change.
Tripod Interviews Trinity
Power Shift Organizer Blum
TRIPOD: What motivated you
to get involved in Power Shift?
BLUM: I have always been inter-
ested in environmental issues,
specifically climate change. My
aspirations to become a politi-
cian have played a particular role
in my interest in climate change
because of the lack of political
will needed to implement major
reforms has thus far hampered
the movement. The science has
been solid for years, yet the sci-
entific community has been
bogged down in a debate about
the causes of climate change,
allowing politicians to sit back
and ignore the issue. The envi-
ronmental lobby lacks the influ-
ence needed to outweigh the
interest of big business in this
• country, ,SQ-*t ^ § $ , 4 politician
wijth itidsjjpndejqt understanding
and passion on the issue to actu-
ally make the reforms necessary.
Specifically with regard to how I
got involved in Power Shift,
Professor Schultz, who found
out about the conference and
felt that Trinity should be repre-
sented, contacted me.
TRIPOD: How do you feel the
conference went overall?
BLUM: It did a very good job of
presenting the information and
laying out some of the more gen-
eral concepts and responses on
the issue. But it didn't do as
good of a job as I thought it
would in helping implement spe-
cific plans of action. That being
said, it did a very good job of
recognizing the diversity of cir-
cumstances across the country
and in providing a variety of
potential responses for students
to employ. The strength of the
conference was in the network-
ing gained and in the resources
provided such as important peo-
ple and contacts and Web sites,
so that when you go to tackle a
specific issue, you have a variety
of people to contact and things
to look into. I think one of the
main problems when dealing
with climate change on college
campuses is that everyone is
always trying to reinvent the
wheel and end up repeating the
same process that another col-
lege has already gone through.
Now we have these resources,
which can make the process
much simpler. -
TRIPOD: How do you feel
about Trinity's involvement?
BLUM: I was really happy and
almost proud of Trinity consid-
ering how many people actually
wound up going. The most
exciting moment of the weekend
was when I actually physically
went to register Trinity at the
registration table that had 10 dif-
ferent states at it and I walked up
to the table and I said, "I have
50 people registered." He
paused for a moment* and ...said,
"You must be Trinity." I was
really happy that out of all the
schools, when he was dealing
with probably around 100
schools from 10 different states,
that he was able to identify us by
the number of people we
brought.
TRIPOD: What can the Trinity
community expect from the con-
ference? Are there any plans to
implement what you learned at
the conference?
BLUM: I think we're going' to
use the conference as a major cat-
alyst to make environmental
change. With President Jones'
decision to sign the PCC this
summer is essentially a pledge
that Trinity will become Carbon
neutral. It's just a question of
how long it takes us and how
well we follow the goals. I hope
that Power Shift can create a stu-
dent movement to make big
changes on Trinity's campus. It's
one thing for a group of faculty
to be advising on how to make
Trinity green; because although
there is a great deal of credibility
and power in this, when that is
coupled with the student body
calling out for change it becomes
very difficult for the administra-
tion to ignore.
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ow To: Navigate On-Campus Parking
By ASHLEY BELL r08
TRIPOD STAFF
We all thought it was a great
deal when we scored a student
parking pass. No more Hartford
buses and an extra place to store
your Harry Potter memorabilia?
Jackpot! Now just point me to my
parking space and I'll be all set.
Wait, what's that? You have to have
a car the size of a matchbook and
a faculty parking pass to find a
space? Well, this puts a bit of a
damper on the whole using a car
for transportation thing, but if you
know a few tricks, you can figure
out how to beat the system obvi-
ously created by people who drive
mopeds.
1. If you just treat your car like
a disposable method of transporta-
tion rather than a financial asset, it
makes your life considerably easier.
Smashing into one of the several
three-foot poles that line the 10
spaces Hansen residents are actual-
ly allowed to park in is no longer
an issue when you don't care if the
back of your car is held up by duct
tape. And should you be fortunate
enough not to dent your car doing
so, but instead smash your tail-
light, just carefully pick up the
large pieces and use packing tape
to secure them back into place.
Voila, it's like modern art for your
vehicle lighting fixtures.
2, Secure a faculty or staff park-
ing sticker. If you have a relative
who works for the school, this
one's in the bag for you. If not,
now's the time to put in overtime
in the befriending teacher/fave
staff member department. That
woman who helped you out once
at Payroll? Perfect! Casually strike
up a convo about the new direct
deposit and you'll be able to natu-
rally transition into Campus
Safety. Master the pitiful look
when you talk about your trauma
with parking far away from your
dorm and how scary the campus
can get. If you cite how much
more at ease you would be all the
time if you could park close to
your dorm ("Oh but wait," you
say, "Those are reserved for people
more afraid than I!"), then start to
tear up a little. Before you know it,
she'll feel so bad for you that
she'll be forcing her parking pass
onto you. Just wipe a tear from
your eye as you hug this lady
headed for sainthood. You'll be
thanking yourself that you did this
when there are three feet of snow
on the ground and your car is sit-
ting comfortably in the gold-gild-
ed, heated parking spaces in the
staff lots.
3. Make a deal with a freshman
to avoid having to park your car
yourself. Tell said freshman that he
can use your car whenever you're
in class or don't need it as long as
he promises to pick it up and dis-
pose of it for you in the parking
that is available to. you (which
would be at the end of Vernon
Street. Yes, the lot where the van
with the tinted windows and the
"CARRYING CHILDREN" sign
painted across the doors parks and
the lighting reminds you of a clos-
et with a broken light bulb). Think
of it as underclassmen valet, tip-
ping optional. Better yet, to clear
out the freshmen dorm parking
lots, run over to Campus Safety
and confess that the freshmen
who brought cars don't actually
have trouble walking or play the
"off-campus" sports that they
cited (exclaim, "I just couldn't
keep it in anymore!" and flail your
arms around like a madman for
added dramatics).
4. If you don't feel like paying
for a parking sticker, don't fear, all
you need to do is become a genius
at parallel parking, and consider all
your car problems solved. Vernon
Street is sans sticker parking, as
well as Allen Place and non-lot
Summit Street. Also, with
Homecoming approaching and
the football team taking up multi-
ple parking lots for their tailgates
every other weekend, the Hansen
lot is blocked off for non-student
participants. If you really feel like
living on the edge, dress your car
up like that of a parent and maybe
Campus Safety won't tow it.
Throw some "student of the
month" bumper stickers on your
car and stick a briefcase/Mom
jeans/small child in the backseat
and consider yourself in the clear.
This works especially well if your
car resembles some sort of mini-
van, station wagon, or 'SUV ver-




Upperclassmen have trouble finding parking spaces and freshmen find it difficult to get around Hartford, sans car.
Dr. Hyland Supports On-Campus Pub
continued frompage'11
them up, but to make them want
to pick you up. : :
Carver. The Philosophy
department has a rep on campus
for being a big drinking depart-
ment. Is there a reason for that?
Drew: That's interesting. I
mean, we do try to socialize with
the students. , I think most of
[the faculty members] feel that
there isn't enough interaction
with the students. I think one of
the reasons for the binge drink-
ing that goes on, especially with
freshmen, is that there is nobody
around modeling for them that it
really is possible to have two,
beers and stop.
Carver. So how do you feel
about the prospect of an on-cam- beer or two. I think that was one
pus pub? of the periods when the interac-
Drew. I think it would be an tion between faculty and stu-
absolutely terrif-
ic idea. Some of
the best times at




ing age was 18,
the school would
take a, part of
Mather and open
it up every night
from 9 p.m. to 1




'You have no idea
how important these
four years are to you.
If you had any idea, I
think you would all
take it much more
seriously."
- Charles A. Dana
Professor of Philosophy
Dr. Drew Hyland







T r i n i t y
Community?
Drew. I would
say that you have
no idea how
important these
four years are to
you. If you had
any idea, I think
you would all






AQUARIUS January 20 - February 18
You have it all and aren't afraid to show it but your
Hermes tableware and army of personal chefs may
come off as imposing. Trade in for some Corelle
because honestly, it's homecoming. No one cares.
Alum Stereotype. The Trophy Wife & Suga Daddy
PISCES February 19 - March 20
Moisture is the essence of wetness, and wetness is the
essence of beauty ... There's more to life than being
really, really ridiculously good looking ... and you
should plan on finding out what that is.
Alum Stereotype. The Male Model
ARIES March 21 - April 19
Age doesn't matter when you're technically still con-
sidered an alum. C'mon, it could have been last year.
No one is really going to whip out the 1986 IVY and
"out" you. Freshmen are fair game!
Alum Stereotype. The Ultimate Player
TAURUS April 20 - May 20
What you say always gets done. In college, you rattled
many a timid pledge ... and now that you've gone and
graduated you have nowhere to channel your dis-
placed angst. Lay off, pledges deal with enough.
Alum Stereotype. Drives 8,152 mi To Harass Pledges
GEMINI May 21 - June 21
Dripping in karats and subtle logos (those big Chanel
C's are so three years ago) you pull up to tailgating in
your (not so nouveau riche) Saabs and Volvos and
everyone knows instantly who you are.
Alum Stereotype. Sir and Lady Gives-A-Lot
CANCER June 22 - July 22
You've moved out of High Rise (a sad day for all) but
chose to move downtown to not-so-far-away Hartford
(another sad day for all.) You still come to late night
vStadfyem-still* eat? afryoufeatingf chib. GO AWAY. ' *'
Alum Stereotype. Can't Bring Themselves To Leave
L E O July23-August22
Drinking is your thing. Drinking heavily is especially
your thing (and the only other person to share your
tastes are Bluto of Animal House). Chugging a bottle
of Jack at 9 a.m. is not recommended.
Alum Stereotype. Hungover From Last Homecoming
VIRGO August 23 - September 22
No one is particularly sure if you actually graduated
or not. Some think you're IDP and some think you
might hold a job here. Custodian or fifth-semester
senior, you need to get your act together.
Alum Stereotype. Still Here (Why?)
LIBRA September 23 - October 22
Not much better than your friend that still lives on
Allen Place, you live with your mother. At home. She
still makes your lunch. Peanut butter and jelly - no
crusts. Please grow up.
Alum Stereotype. lives with Mom
SCORPIO October 23 - November 21
Powersuit included, Venti half-chai, non-fat, sugar-free
Toffee Nut, triple shot, latte (extra hot please and NO
FOAM, SLAVE) included and charged to the compa-
ny account Black Card. Sweet.
Alum Stereotype. The Young Exec
SAGITTARIUS November 22-December 21
At least Matthew McConaughey is attractive and can
pull off the living-at-home look. You, on the other
hand, are not only u-g-l-y but also pathetic and not a
world-reknowned multi-millionaire actor. Too bad.
Alum Stereotype. Failure to Launch
CAPRICORN December 22-January 19
A life of luxury is what you hoped for, but unfortu-
nately you went and got knocked up first thing out of
college. Now you have four little ones running around
your small Boston apartment and no friends.
Alum Stereotype. Married With Children
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Infomied Votings Drinking Water5 and Food Poisoning
By ANNE BENJAMIN '09
TRIPOD STAFF
Dear Annie,
I want to vote in the upcom-
ing election, but I do not feel that
I am well-informed. Where can I




Well, you may be out of luck
this time because the elections
were today. Nevertheless, it is
good to be informed on every
level. The best Web site for elec-
toral information is probably
www.congress.org. On its main
page you can enter your address or
zip code to see your elected offi-
cials. Congress.org also has links
to local information, news, interac-
tive maps, information on specific
people, and bills.
You could also check out the
Connecticut General Assembly, at
www.cga.ct.gov. This Web site has
information on local Connecticut
bills and the leaders of every polit-
ical position. It also has specific
information on each legislative
action. Nowadays, you can Google
any candidate or elected official to
find information (most probably
have their own Web site) or check
the newspapers a few weeks before
for editorials about the candidates.
On the Connecticut govern-
ment Web site, you can find local
information such as voter registra-
tion forms, the voter's bill of
rights, and other election informa-
tion. The Secretary of State regu-
lates the election information. To
get there, go to www.ct.gov, click
on "Government" on the left side,
and then "Voting and Elections"
to find subcategories. Hopefully, if
you missed the voting this year
you can truly exercise your privi-
lege next year. You have access to a
whole lot more information than
you think, so it's worth a look.
Dear Annie,
I am sick of wasting money
and hurting the environment by
buying bottled water, but it seems
to be the only thing around. Is
Hartford tap water okay to drink?
What is the best alternative?
- Water Worrier
Dear Water Worrier,
Unless you have a weak
immune system or a specific
health condition, Hartford water is
probably fine to drink. However, I portions of Farmington and
must note that I was not able to Glastonbury. You can go to the
find a clear report
more recent than
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is standardized by a
few agencies. The
C o n n e c t i c u t
Department of
Public Health




tap water. The Food
and Drug
Admin i s t r a t i on
place that also serves East (FDA) regulates bottled water and
Hartford, Newington, Rocky Hill,
West Hartford, Wethersfield, and see WATER on page 16
Rock Out With
Your Cock Out
Last week, a bantam was
seen strutting down the halls
of a froshie dorm. While obvi-
ously not present at the sight-
ing (Freshmen boys? Ick!), AT
is privy to some info that
more than a couple Campus
Safety officers were observed
chasing after the bird, unable
to catch their prey for the bet-
ter part of an hour. Party fowl,
indeed.
Pooper Scoopers:
Not Just For Pets
Very indiscrete excrements
have recently been noticed
throughout what might for-
merly have been referred to as
"Fun-Town." This anonymous
Concrete Jungle inhabitant
was apparently incapable of
delaying his or her deuce until
securely seated. AT still holds
that if it's yellow, let it "mel-
low; if it's brown, (make an
effort to) flush it down.
Inappropriate Attire,
a la Mode
From birthday bashes to
Playboy soirees, AT still
believes in dressing appropri-
ately (or as appropriately as a
bunny costume allows for).
This week's AT serves as a
P.S.A. to all underclassmen,
who still deem it ok to bust-
out of barely-there tops and
bare cheeks out of booty-
shorts. Point blank? AT does-
n't want to see your cellulite.
Brother's Stealth Moves
Impress No One
AT realizes that late-night
options are limited on our
campus, but no party place
is worth taking military-like
measures to gain entrance.
AT spotted a desperate (dis-
graced) frat brother attempt-
ing to scale the walls/stairs
of a fellow fraternity.
Despite being all he could,







The WGRAC Library is a comfortable and fun place to hang out, watch
TV & DVDs, explore WGRAC's archive of feminist 'zines, browse our
feminist book and 'zine library, study, access WGRAC resources, and
learn more about WGRACJ ... the Women & Gender Resource Action
Center (WGRAC) Office and Lounge/Library are located on the second
floor of Mather Hall, past the Terrace Rooms. All are welcome!! *
Monday: 9:45am-10:45am: Beth Gromisch
3:OOpm-4:OQpm. Silvia Tjioe
Tuesday: 10:30am-12:30am: Rosalia Abreu
Wednesday: 9:45ant-10:45am: Beth Gromisch
3:00pm-4:00pm: Silvia Tjioe
Thursday: 8:00am-10:00am: Tara Finucane
10:30am-12:30am: Rosalia Abreu
6:30pm-8:30pm: Melis Sunay
Friday: 3:00pm-5:00ptn: Beth Gromisch
Saturday: 4:00pm-6:Q0pm: Becky Loeb
To make an appointment to see the Director, or to learn about volun-
teering at WGRAC, please email Laura.LocIcwood@trincoll.edu.
WGRAC Office hours are 9-5pm, or by appointment.
continued from page 15
the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulates tap water.
Keep in mind that U.S. water,
some of the best water in the
world, is regulated by the Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA).
The EPA also has extensive
water resources. Their Web site,
www.epa.gov/safewater, has federal
information about drinking water
and links to local water sites. In a
water sources pamphlet discussing
bottled water it is stated, "The taste
of all water has to do with the way
it is treated and the quality of its
sourcej including its natural miner-
al content. Most bottled water
comes from a ground water source,
where water quality varies less from
day to day or is treated and imme-
diately bottled. Bottled water from
a dedicated source or plant may
have a more consistent taste than
tap water, which mostly comes
from surface sources and must
travel through pipes to reach
homes."
That said, if you like the consis-
tent taste of bottled water, there are
many cheap options.
According to www.bottledwa-
terblues.com, "over 90 percent of
the cost of bottled water is in the
bottle, lid and label." If it's conven-
ient, you could invest in a large
water dispenser/cooler that holds
five-gallon bottles of water at a
time. You have seen these around
offices and homes. These large
bottles are delivered and you
the empties to be refilled.
still cheaper than buying bottled
water.
It may be more
practical to invest in
a filter like a Brita or





you can fill up and






20 and 30 dollars.
You could get a fil-
ter installed directly
into your tap water.
Even buying larger
bottles that will last longer is a bet-
ter alternative. Local supermarkets
usually sell water in two or three
gallon jugs with a spout at the bot-
tom. If nothing else, make sure to
recycle.
When you ear out,
it's up to you to








order oysters at a
sleazy bar, or fish
at a cheap burger
stop.
Dear Annie,
I went to a fancy restaurant last
night and got horribly sick the
next day, I think Bom food poi-




by thinking about everything you
ate in the last 24 hours. Think
about if you had
any high-risk food,
like raw fish or food
from a street ven-
dor. If the suspect
food came from the
restaurant, call




not admit that their
food made you
sick, but will most
likely do what they
can to make you
happier (they don't
want to lose the
potential business).
You may get a free
meal or gift certificate. With fur-
ther problems, contact the
Connecticut Restaurant
Association (their Web site is
www.ctrestaurant.org).
When you eat out, it's up to
you to make sure you are eating
the right things. Order appropri-
ately, and stay away from high-risk
foods in high-risk places. For
example, don't order oysters at a
sleazy bar, or fish at a cheap burg-
er stop. This common sense will
usually get you a better meal and
will cut down your chances of get-
ting sick from the food.
One more thing about food: If
you find something bad in food
that you purchased from a grocery
store, such as a worm in your blue-
berry jam, or a dead rat in your
rheTr* serv-
ice as "about one dollar a day," but
remember you also have to buy
the dispenser/cooler as well as the
water bottles. In the long run, it's
I am sorry you got sick!
Unfortunately, as it may be diffi-
cult to pinpoint the source of the
bad food, don't be so quick to
blame the restaurant. I would start
wwwida.gov.




Ways to "Welcome Alums Home
10. Don't. Caveat current pledge! Avoid invitations
from graduated Greeks to brotherhood basements.
9. With booze.
8. With more booze.
7. Tailgating in your Accord is so un-Trin. Find some
alums to share trunk space with: hello, Rolls.
6. By pulling your freshman year crush into the AD
bathroom. Top-secret rendezvous ... toilet paper
optional (if you can even find it.)
5. Have your dorm room double as a pass-out pad.
Only sober people make it to Saturday night.
4. Nab business cards while past-their-college-prime
alums relive the glory days. Secure your future while
they secure a hangover.
3. Give your fake ID a break and buddy up to a senior
citizen.
2. With a football victory (against Wesleyan) ... it's
been a while since we've had one of those.
1. Who are we kidding: with even more booze.
ill fflOWEOmPIZM
We cJelifcr to parts of
WeihersfieU, Newington
Sf west Hartford
24 New Britain Avenue • Hartford, CT w . _
„ , _ „ . . . . A , . ~ ~ Mon,-Thuts. 11:00 am -2:30 am
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tawlia, Veppeiani, Andw/iet, Oliwa, Pineapple, Pfl£(«n,
Garlic, Bacon, Sausage, Broccoli, Spinach, Onions, Ham, Chicken,
Hamburger, Mushroom, Tomato, Ricoita, Eggplant, Hot Puppets,
BBQ Chicken (Chicken & Shrimp aMltfeiut charge)
HalfCU&m . . . . . J7 .99





Try Our Juicy Wings...
They are BIGGER and BBTT1
B B Q ' M i l d ' H o t "Suicide,
Homy DSon * Hnocy BBQ
Honey Mmtad * Spicy Ctiun
lOpc $5 .99
20 |K $10.99





Free 2 Bier soda
Stwd wf UUM*, taiu»yintonji*»*iiirui>a fiT pmobMt dm
' $a\tA u/onlim, ptppea, ftewiwK (hex (f nwrtrwra iw&
BIT....
Genoa Salami
Tcppercmi . . . ,







Turin? . . . , . , . . , . . . ; . . .













. . . .$5.00
. . . .$5.00
. . . .$5.00
. . . .$5.25
. . . .$5.50
. . . .$5.00
. . . .$5,00
. . . .$5.75
... .$5.75
. . . .$5.50
































Spaghetti m ZW $6.00
mjth Mraltoll, Sausage or SnrimJJ $7.50
Ravioli, Mtur or Chten $6.50
Manieatrt .$6.50
Lasagm $7.50
Qiiclien Parmesan with Spaghati mZitl $7.50
Veal Rirmadn with Spaghetti or Ziri $7.50
Eggplant Vavmesan with Spaghetti or 2iti $6.50




Sea/boil Pta tw $10.5C
lose (Iff) QwesePbm








2 cam of soda
Large tossed Salad
8 pc Buffalo Wings
SmallGarik Bread 12" Grimier
$3.00 »*•
Sheet (26") Pizza








Buf, Sausu&, ftppenm, H«m & datim
« BBQ Chickm
BBQ Sauu, BIJQ CfUcfem & Onicm












ftjifwrcii. $0i«u(e, Onion, Gietn Ptppm, MiuKroenw 8 Betf
• Vflggie Choice $9.99 $13.99
IWih Tnmitatt. fthek Oliva, Onion, ttmn Prfijwn & MuiKmami
• White Veggie Choice $9.99 SU.99
prtjii TmrwitoM, Olive Oil, GtiWic, Ricoon, Moaawlte, & Spinach
• CKicfeen Choice $10.99 $14.99
SawWii, EJ(fiilj Sptai Chicktn with Fitdi TnmniM.1, Spied, & &tm (
9 Hawaiian Piz&t
Horn, Piwwjjpk fif Extra Cheat
• Super Clwice Combo
Gf«n S'eppm, Onion, Ham, B«/. BWfc Oilw
• RancK Chicken Choica
Grilled miomichU.w. Garhc and hah Tot»
a Buffab Chicken Ounce















































Porora Skin ...: ..PI.99
Bop|>eriui./MWW™> $3.99
Gjro $5.00
Fried Dough . , $3.50
Cheay Bmid , $<}J0
Garlic Bread Sm. JI.JI. I* $1.99















With Fax CJKM* and QnA Olitu
Antiixisto., .$4.99 $6.99
Him. Cietua &tUnl uni ft^u™"
Tosjed $3.99 $4.99











You know it's a great show
when it's over and all you want to
do is dance. And that's exactly
how I felt leaving the INSPIRIT a
dance company performance last
Friday.
INSPIRIT a dance company
(yes, that is the official name of
the group) performed at the
Austin Arts Center, showcasing
eight beautiful performers in seven
inspiring dances. The opening
piece, "Past Her Rites," began with
women dressed in men's suits with
red ties. It combined stereotypical
feminine movements (walking on
their toes as if they were wearing
invisible stilettos while flailing
their arms overhead and swaying
their hips) with masculine moves
(marching around and snapping
their fingers like they were a part
of the Rat Pack) to create an inter-
esting series of steps. I was not
exactly sure what its overall mean-
ing was, but it was a fun opening
number. The choreography was
interesting and seemed to be
African-inspired. The dancers used
all dimensions of space, even
reaching their long limbs forward
towards the audience which capti-
vated the viewers even more.
The second piece, "The
Cutting Place," was performed by
Founding Artistic Director
Christal Brown. Brown is a breath-
takingly beautiful performer and
made dancing,seem so fluid and
natural that anyone could pick it
up in an instant. However, being a
dancer myself, I know that her
piece was extremely difficult
because she incorporated her own
voice in conjunction with her
movements. She told a verbal
story, but also showed the audi-
ence the story through her body.
And not once was she out of
breath. Brown was completely
aware of every part of her body
and had amazing control of her
movements.
"Until Fruitation" was the
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Sara Yoo
Morrissey's dynamic and engaging performance at the Orpheum Theatre in Boston was the pinnacle of the fall concert season.
Morrissey Makes Misery Sound Sweet
By SARA Y O O ' 0 8 • TRIPOD STAFF
W .hen our business manager here at the Tripod office
questioned our request for a reimbursement for two
$65 tickets to see the glorious Morrissey at the Orpheum
Theatre in Boston, we quickly learned that he was clearly
ignorant of the fact that this event could be history in the
making. "Joe Tarzi, Morrissey is like 60 years old. "We could
be at the show and he could die on stage!" we whined. All
joking aside, this monumental Morrissey show was indeed an
event not to be missed — especially with the rumors that
were flying around about how tliis could be Vus last tour.
For those of you who, liks
our business manager, actually
don't know who Stephen Patrick
Morrissey is (you really ought to
be ashamed), he was once the
lead singer of The Smiths, quite
possibly one of the most influ-
ential UK indie rock bands of
the '80s. Morrissey is known for
depressing lyrics sung by an
ethereal, loveably congested-
sounding voice. It is no wonder
he earned the nickname
"Miserable Morrissey" during
his Smiths days. The Smiths
never quite reached the same
level of fame in the United
States as they did in the UK, but
there was definitely a dedicated
Morrissey following slowly but
surely growing in America.
Morrissey launched his solo
career with Viva Hate (1988) and
went on to release several more
albums of varying quality
throughout the nineties before
releasing 2004's phenomenal
You Are The Qiiarry.
Despite Boston's nebulous
driving conditions, reaching the
Orpheum Theatre was smooth
sailing — there was no game that
particular Tuesday evening and
the Red Sox parade had occurred
earlier in the day. There would be
no baseball frenzy to steal
Morrissey's thunder. Once we
reached the theatre, my accom-
plice Katy could hardly keep her
squeals of excitement under con-
journals.aol.com
trol. The crowd was a good mix
of older fans (mostly middle-aged
men with earrings) and newer
ones, such as ourselves. The gen-
tleman sitting next to Katy (who
kept asking her to drink his beer)
claimed to have been good bud-
dies with Joe Strummer himself.
"During the two times I met






As a Britney Spears fan, I was
definitely getting worried in the
weeks prior to the release of her
new album, Blackout. Now, while
I know many of you may judge me
for cheering on the pop princess,
I have to say that the one thing
which makes me a big fan of Ms.
Spears is not her talent but her
ability to make some entertaining
music. All her hits such as "Baby;
One more Time," "Oops I Did if
Again," and "Toxic," have done
well because they are just so much
fun to dance and sing to. Luckily
for her and her fans, Britney has
done this for almost every track in
her new album. She doesn't seem
to want to challenge any of her
vocally gifted competitors like
Christina Aguilera or Mariah
I Carey, as Britney gives us aii
j album filled with back to back
club tracks. The album opiehs'
with the super hit "Gimme More/'*''
which is even more of a great
opening due to the infamous first
line of the song. Blackout shines
. in being an all out party album,
with tracks such as "Break tfieTce":'
and "Piece of Me" (reported to Be
the next single) bound to follow in
the footsteps of the hit single
"Gimme More." "Piece of M e ' '
also serves as Britney's main attack ,
on the paparazzi's obsession with
her. "I'm Miss Bad Media Karma
/ another day / another drama /
I'm Mrs, Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous / I'm Mrs. Oh My God
That Britney's Shameless." This is
just a sample of the highly enter-
taining lyrics of Britney's "Piece of
Me" and other tracks follow in
suit.
Other highlights of the album
are the tracks "Hot as Ice,"
"Radar," and "Get Back." The
see SPEARS' on page 19
American Gangster Reveals Druglord's Rise To Power
By ISAAC ORANSKY '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The American filmgoer's love affair with
gangsters is one of great interest. Indeed, we
live vicariously through their ultra-violent and
brash tenures, thrilled by the glorification of
criminality on the screen; for a short period,
we can side with vice and look at virtue
through skeptical eyes. Of course, this is made
possible because in the end, when the gang-
sters are killed or thrown in jail, we are
absolved of any guilt we may have garnered
during this agitated business. In Ridley Scott's
newest project, American Gangster, we are
privy to such a situation in the real life story
of 1970s Harlem heroin king Frank Lucas
(Denzel Washington). Certainly, Lucas is a
modern gangster, desirous of a legitimate crim-
inal enterprise, rational and client-based. He
values honor and trust, family and a business
plan. He is smart and quick, with nary a
moment of hesitation: Never will you see a
man pull a trigger faster than Frank Lucas. Yet,
unlike past incarnations, this thug is difficult
to go along with: Scott and screenwriter Steve
Zaillian (who based his story on Mark
Jacobson's New York magazine profile from
2000) pound the viewer with images of black
men and women shooting up — needles push-
ing through an arm or foot, a cerebral
moment of wavering calm, like the eye of a
hurricane. For Lucas, who wants to represent
black entrepreneurial capitalism in the 1970s, a
man who goes to church and hands out
turkeys at Thanksgiving, this destruction of
Harlem somehow means nothing. Indeed, an
oblivious Lucas moves fast — as the movie's
pace races — making his intense moral procliv-
ities suspect, full of poison just like his client's
veins.
Lucas's spiritual brother is the man who
pursues him, Ritchie Roberts (Russell Crowe),
an Essex County, New Jersey police officer
who heads up a newly created federal drug
taskforce. Roberts is a stocky man with a thick
gut, a quick and heavy step; always on the edge
of his seat, he stays on the offensive with a
low-key intensity, his ear to the ground. On
the other side of the Hudson, Lucas stands
straight and limber, with an impeccable suit
and a smile that could dazzle a boardroom or
a church, yet keep the Mafiosi he owns on
edge. Moreover, family is most important to
Frank: He needs them for business, and thus
brings his five brothers from North Carolina
to New York so they can act as his distributors;
Frank also transplants his mother (Ruby Dee),
buying her an enormous, white-pillared house
in New Jersey where she can reside over joyous
family meals.
Roberts, at the opposite end of the spec-
trum, cannot keep his family together, losing
first his wife and then his son, a situation he
eventually realizes is for the best. He is an
ambitious and punctilious man, eager for both
violence and law, as long as it is moral.
see CROWE on page 19
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Little Mermaid Makes Splash at B'way Preview
ByKATYNOUN'08
TRIPOD STAFF
Let's face it, as a little girl growing up in
the '90s, I was obsessed with Disney Princess
movies. And when I say obsessed, I mean
the whole nine yards: Halloween costumes,
bed sheets, beach towels, hair barrettes, the
list goes on. Imagine the squeals of excite-
ment, then, when I heard that Disney was
bringing Tlie Little Meimaid to Broadway
and that the very first night of preview per-
formances would, coinddentally, fall on my •
21st birthday.
As we made our way through throngs of
tourists to the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, this
excitement reached a veritable fever pitch. In
the past years, Disney has had some mam-
moth successes on Broadway (The Lion
King and Beauty and the Beast), but it has
also had its share of flops (Tarzan), and the
initial reviews out of Denver (where
Mermaid was in its pre-previews) were less
than encouraging.
The lights dimmed as the orchestra
began to play the overture, and the curtain
went up revealing a bright blue stage.
Director Francesca Zambello, Scenic
Designer George Tsypin, and Costume
Designer Tatiana Noginova (all with exten-
sive opera experience) devised an ingenious
solution to the "underwater" issue. Instead
of a complicated system of wires and stage
levels, underwater characters wore "Heelys,"
the popular shoes with a wheel, allowing the
actors to gracefully skate and float.
When Sierra Boggess entered the stage as
Ariel, the crowd went wild. It was Boggess'
first performance on Broadway and she was
absolutely fantastic. Her rendition of "Part
of Your World" was emotional and stirring,
and she added trills and belts that were not
in the original film music but definitely
As Ursula, fluudwj\ \etehin Miene kene
Scott (Aich, The List fiie Yens) shone a:>
well. Despite a bizarre costume that looked
more like a giaut spider, Scott brought her
trademark voice to songs that included "'I
Want the Good Times Back" and "The
Contest." Sadly, her version of "Poor
Unfortunate Souls" was nowhere near as
campy and. fabulous as the original.
In other roles, Tyler Maynard and
Derrick Baskin, as Flotsam and Jetsam,
Ursula's slimy accomplices, were enjoyable
to watch. Looking like giant alligators with
bright green neon lights on their arms, they
were significantly creepy. The role of
Flounder — Ariel's brightly colored fishy
companion — was played in our perform-
Sierra Boggess makes her Broadway debut as Ariel in Disney's The Little Mermaid, now in previews.
ance by the young J.J. Singleton, who had a
considerable stage presence and some very
funny one-liners. Tituss Burgess was excel-
lent as the ciustacean Sebastian.
The woist, however, was Eddie Korbich
film, but Ashman's death (in 1991) necessi-
tated the need for a new lyricist. Slater's
music is undoubtedly not as poignant and
melodic as Ashman's evocative lyrics, and




continued from page 17
third dance of the evening and was per-
formed by three of the most talented
dancers in the group. The amount of emo-
tion each performer expressed was amazing
and beautiful. Normally, one can see emo-
tion in the face and the fingers, but never
before have I seen dancers express emotion
in their shoulders. It was wonderful. The trio
was fluid and sharp, calm and energetic,
powerful and graceful. Contradictions?
Perhaps. But these dancers were that good.
My only slightly negative comment is that
there was not enough eye contact with the
audience. The performers were either look-
ing up or down, but rarely towards us. That
is, however, until the final few steps when
the eye contact with the audience was fierce
and striking. This may have been the intend-
ed effect, and in that case, bravo!
The only other solo performance,
besides Brown's, was "Voyage," choreo-
graphed and performed byjuri Nishio. Her
piece alone could inspire anyone to become
a dancer, or at least an admirer of the arts.
Nishio was energetic throughout the entire
piece and proved just how talented she is.
She was graceful and beautiful, but still man-
aged to be strong and powerful. She holds
every quality that dancers should strive to
have themselves.
The finale piece was the most fun dance
of the night. The dancers walked on stage,
each bouncing to the beat of the jazzy musi-
cal accompaniment. They wore colorful cos-
Looking like he had been tarred and feath-
ered, he punced around like a clown and
sang the terrible "Positoovity." Also disap-
pointing was "Les Poissons," performed by
John Treacy Egan as Chef Louis.
Artistically, the performance differed
greatly from the overall feel of the film.
Every costume and scenic prop was doused
in glitter and shiny plastic, giving it the
appearance of a My Little Pony. It was defi-
nitely an over-stimulating visual experience,
but it will no doubt captivate the hordes of
young girls who see the show.
Several new songs were written for the
show by lyricist Glenn Slater. Originally, the
team of composer Alan Menken and lyricist
Howard Ashman wrote the music for the
Doug Wright wrote the dialogue, winch, at
times, differed irom the him, and it, too,
was not quite as impacting as the original.
However, it is supposed to be a campy
Disney musical, and it isn't exactly designed
to be award-winning literature.
By the end of the show, the entire audi-
ence was on its feet and clapping wildly. As
each performer came out for curtain call, it
was clear that the months of hard work had
paid off, and several — including Boggess
herself — were in tears. All in all, Little
Mermaid on Broadway was a pleasure to see
and will undoubtedly be a smash-hit for
Disney. Tickets and merchandise are quite
expensive, but, as the MasterCard commer-
cials put it, the memories will be priceless.
mood of the piece. At one point the dance:;,
spin into two groups ami had a West Sidi:
Story dance-off, however they were much
more supportive of each other than the Jets
and the Sharks, clapping and cheering for
the opposing side. Each dancer got their
own brief solo to show off their moves.
Whether it was a funky walk or an intense
shoulder shimmy, the performers had their
own special talent. My only complaint with
the piece is that only three of the eight
dancers actually looked like they were hav-
ing fun. For such a light piece, every dancer
should be smiling. Despite the lack of facial
expression, the piece was a great way to end
the night. And the entire show was a won-
derful additional to the arts at Trinity.
Improv Group Moveable Joints Brings Laughs To Fred Audience
-By ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
•••' CONTRIBUTING WRITER
:i • 'What do you get when you
cbnibine six quick-witted kids,
some1/ parts of speech, and family
counseling? A really great show
by the Moveable Joints, Trinity's
premier improv comedy group.
Oh' Nov. 1, the Joints (consisting
of David Calder .'08, Allie Kokesh
'09, Sophomores Josh Cohen,
Chris Eldin, Ryan Haney, and
Vincent Moore '11) held their
first show with their new mem-
bers, Cohen and Moore, at the
Fred. In the spirit of Halloween,
the opening skit was a play on
Scooby Doo, with some of the
highlights including Cohen don-
ning a skirt and a high-pitched
voice to play Velnia, and the old-
school banana peel gag taking
Calder as its victim. More laughs
came when the banana made a
mess on the floor and the Joints
were forced to stop and clean up.
While the entire show was
great and kept the .audience in
stitches, there were a few skits
















trying to kill a cat
that was attacking
him; however, he
made a quick dis-
claimer right after the skit: "I
have two cats at home and I love
them very much!"
The Joints premiered a new
There were a lot of
kinky sexual overtones
to this skit involving
Cohen and Moore as
the two ladies and
Calder and Eldin as
Oprah and Stedman
Graham. The best part




game at the show, called "The
Bathtub Game" (and no, they
don't know why it's called that,

















did the voice of
her father, Eldin,
and Eldin voiced
the counselor. An implied affair
between the patient and the ther-
apist led to a "fight" between
Eldin and Haney, with Eldin
coming up as the victor and
speaking as the therapist that he
was terrified of Eldin's huge mus-
cles and unstoppable fists. The
game ended with Kokesh, cling-
ing to Haney's leg, being dragged
off the stage.
Traditionally, the first show
with the new Joints features the
new members playing a game
together. In "Elevator," Moore
and Cohen were (yep, you
guessed it) stuck in an elevator.
However, there were a couple of
interesting personality quirks
thrown in: Moore was a leather
fetishist and Cohen played Keanu
Reeves. The skit progressed over a
10 year period, and alluded to
Keanu's narcissism (Cohen stared
at his reflection in Moore's
leather socks), and featured a lot
of Bill and Ted jokes and some
heavy petting of the Matrix
trenchcoat.
The final game, "Slideshow,"
featured Kokesh and Haney as
two southern gals who went on a
trip to Chicago to see the Oprah
Winfrey show, and the other
Joints as their "pictures." There
were a lot of kinky sexual over-
tones to this skit involving
Cohen and Moore as the two
ladies and Calder and Eldin as
Oprah and Stedman Graham.
The best part of this skit, howev-
er, was Haney's hilarious south-
ern accent and his "KA-CLICK!"
every time they switched slides.
Props (no pun intended) to the
rest of the Joints for being able to
rearrange themselves into a new
"photo" so quickly.
I spoke to Moore briefly
after the show and he had this
to say: "I think it was a great
show, and I really enjoy working
with the Moveable Joints.
They're a great troupe." I have
to say I agree. Keep an eye out
for announcements about their
next performance — you really
don't want to miss it!
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Crowe, Washington Play Characters on Opposite Sides of Law
continued from page 17
imdb.com
Washington plays Lucas, a crime boss, opposite Crowe, who plays Roberts, a cop.
Indeed, Roberts represents another
genuine cop of the time, Frank
Serpico: Both alienated the frater-
nity, working against all odds to
dismantle the corruption rampant
in law enforcement during that
period. In Gangster, this is repre-
sented to great affect by the
leather-clad Detective Trupo (Josh
Brolin), who, like every other char-
acter, cannot understand why
Roberts did not keep a million dol-
lars he found in the trunk of a car,
preferring to turn it in and possi-
bly implicate fellow officers in
criminal activity. The film is billed
as a cops-and-robbers epic, yet to
great dismay does not fulfill such
Rock Conceit Drives Fans Into Frenzy
weighty shoes, It does, however,
encompass much greater range and
detail than similar movies of past,
turning the Vietnam War and the
thousands of G.I.s who either got
hooked on dope or became drug-
mules into characters of note in
the story. Who makes the drugs?
Where do they come from?
Lucas is certainly an ingenious
entrepreneur, cutting out the mid-
dleman — a move at odds with his
mentor Ellsworth "Bumpy"
Johnson, whose business he inher-
ited in 1968 — and selling the
product at twice the quality and
half the price of his competitors.
Lucas himself flies to Bangkok,
and in a cavalier manner ventures
into the jungle to meet a Chinese
SM:\KPEEK
continued from page 17
him, we had a real connection," he
told us.
The opening band was an all-
girl three-piece from Austin, Texas
somewhat reminiscent of Sleater-
Kinney. Despite being girls, they
managed to not completely suck;
however, they failed to connect to
the Morrissey audience. During
the short set change, -a projector
screen played snippets of different
scenes hand-selected by Morrissey
himself, including screen tests for
East of Eden (Mozz's homage to
James Dean) and a New York Dolls
music video (Mozz once penned a
fanzine dedicated to the punk
ban4),,. When,; Morrissey: finally
entered the stage, the entire aucll-
ence immediately bolted out of
their seats t and went wild.
Members of Morrissey's four-
piece band were all wearing match-
ing brown shirts that made them
resemble adorable UPS delivery-
men. Morrissey started the set with
"Stop Me," "Billy Budd," and
"Tomorrow." The crowd began to
gain momentum during the politi-
cally irreverent "Irish Blood,
English Heart," during which he
changed the lyrics "the English are
sick to death of Labor" with
"Americans are sick to death of.
Republicans," and garnered lots of
cheers. Songs that followed were
"Stretch Out And Wait," "Jack the
favorite "The World is Full of
Crashing Bores." Between croon-
ing his signature plaintive lyrics
and lots of microphone-cord bran-
dishing, Morrissey shared jokes
and anecdotes, complaining about
how he was awoken from his bed
at noon due to the loud parade
and about how Barack Obama
should be elected president
because the upkeep of Hilary
Clinton's hair would dry up funds.
He also reached out to grasp all of
the outstretched hands of audience
members in the front. The set con-
tinued with "All You Need is Me,"
"One Day Goodbye Will Be
Farewell," "National Front Disco,"
"Death of a Disco Dancer," "The
Boy With the Thorn in His Side,"
and a handful of others befoie
closing with "How Soon is Now?"
during which he ripped off his
shirt (a moment we had all been
waiting for) in true Morrissey fash-
ion and tossed it to the audience.
It's true, Morrissey isn't quite the
Adonis that he was back in the
day, but the crowd went wild nev-
ertheless.
Morrissey and the band soon
bowed out, only to return for a
foot-stomping rendition of "First
of the Gang to Die." Of course, no
Morrissey concert would be com-
plete without the handful of men
and women who try to storm onto
the stage to jump on him. During
the encores, dedicated fans realized
ed the menacing 500-pound securi-
ty guards planted near Morrissey
to climb onto the stage and show
their affection for him. Four peo-
ple attempted to cling to
Morrissey as long as they could
before being peeled off and hurled
back into the audience. One girl
made it onto the stage but wasn't
quick enough and was thrown off
before she even touched him.
Our only complaint was a
middle-aged couple sitting direct-
ly in front of us who seemed to
be incapable of keeping their
paws off of each other, which was
gross and irritating. It could be
that Katy cursed us the moment
she uttered, "Morrissey is such
make-out music. I would make
out if I wete .it a Morrisscy con-
cert," before the show had start-
ed. Speaking of making 6ut, I was
disappointed that Mozz did not
sing my personal favorite off of
You Are the Quarry: the ultimate
depress-fest of a song, "Let Me
Kiss You." Other than that, the
show was perfect. The band was
in top form and Morrissey,
although somewhat inebriated,
delivered a beautiful perform-
ance, and the audience was unit-
ed in blissful Morrissey-worship.
Hopefully, this is not his last
tour, because everyone should
experience the glory that is
Morrissey. Remember, before
there was "Emo," there was
Ripper," "I Like You," and the fan it was now or never and disregard- Miserable Morrissey.
Spears' Comeback Surprisingly Decent
continued from page 17
album consists of completely futuristic songs with a
great techno background. "Freakshow" seems to cap-
ture the essence of Ms. Spears' new album: "Welcome
to my Freakshow / This thing I call
my life / Sit back and relax / It's a
freak-freak-freakshow." She seems to
be addressing her role as the media
queen and is essentially telling the
paparazzi this is my life, enjoy the
show, I'll just keep getting more
famous. Another addicting track,
"Toy Soldier," will definitely be a
great sing along party song. After
"Toy Soldier" is one of my person-
al favorites, "Hot as Ice." The
track still has a techno feel but definitely some'
better vocals than the other songs of the album.
"Ooh, Ooh Baby" has some great background
instruments and is less in your face as the other
tracks but just as addicting. There is only one
"ballad" on the album and that is the track "Why
Should I be Sad?" It seems to be Britney's
attempt at saying that she is ready to get over all
the drama from ex-hubby Kevin Federline.
However, it is a bit disappointing from her previ-
ous hit ballad "Everytime,"
Blackout has been Britney Spear's most highly
anticipated album since it arrived after a four year
gap from Britney's last album, In
the Zone. After a few listens the
entire album becomes quite addic-
tive, so I suggest you give it a
chance even if you aren't a fan at
first. It is not for those who are in
search of meaningful music, but if
you're just looking for a good
time, I highly recommend the
album. Not to mention the fact
that with the purchase of the
album comes the can't miss bonus
track, "Get Back." Blackout has already been
touted as Britney Spear's best album yet and said
to not have a single bad track, with the exception
of "Why Should I be Sad?" Overall the songs
transition smoothly from great to good club
tracks and is more enjoyable after each and every
listen. It is safe to say, Britney is back and better
than ever. Rating: 4.5/5 Bantams.
officer who presides over large
poppy fields and who will become
his supplier at great financial costs.
In the end, however, while the deal
admittedly benefits the poppy-
farmers, the Chinese officer
advises Lucas to quit while he is
ahead. Lucas has come to the
end of the line, and even his
mother's moral purity is not
enough to slow him down. He
impressed and startled numerous
authorities with his quiet skill
and criminal empire. Still, 15
years out of prison, he remains
arrogant and boastful. Lucas
touched greatness, he came close
to attaining it, yet he also fell to
the seductive power of what was
both cool and bedeviling.
cantara.squarespace.com
Stephen Gyllenhaal was first exposed to the world of film through Cinestudio.
Trin Alum Gyllenhaal To
Screen Films On Campus
Trinity College alumnus
Stephen Gyllenhaal, an accom-
plished television and film direc-
tor and the author of Claptrap:
Notes from Hollywood, will be
on the Trinity College campus
Nov. 8, 9, and 10 to screen his
films and answer questions.
Stephen R. Gyllenhaal, class
of 1972, is passionate about film
and he credits Trinity College
and Cinestudio, the on-campus,
student-run movie theater, for
the experiences that changed his
life. Prior to arriving at Trinity,
Gyllenhaal had never seen a film
before and it was at Cinestudio
that he first saw cinematic clas-
sics by Federico Fellini, Ingmar
Bergman, and Francois Truffaut.
After volunteering at Cinestudio
and enrolling in a film course
his senior year, he started making
his own movies, enlisting Trinity
community members to be his
actors. It was during Gyllenhaal's
time at Trinity that he made a
super-eight movie called Brother
and Sister.
As a director, Gyllenhaal's
work includes the films Paris
Trout (1991), which earned him
a Directors Guild of America
Award, Waterknd (1992), A
Dangerous Woman (1993),
Losing Isaiah (1995), and
Homegrown (1998). He has also
directed episodes of popular tel-
evision series including
"Numbers," "The Shield," and
"Robbery Homicide Division" as
•well as numerous made-for-TV
movies.
Gyllenhaal passed his love of
filmmaking on to his children
Maggie Gyllenhaal (Secretary)
and Jake Gyllenhaal (Donnie
Darko, Brokeback Mountain),
with both becoming acco.rn-
plished actors. •;•
Gyllenhaal says his passion •
was "ignited at Trinity, and
Cinestudio. What I feel for
Trinity is beyond fondness \ and
beyond gratitude. I was given a
life because of Cinestudio."
This momentous return. to
his cinematic home reflects
Gyllenhaal's hope of inspiring
students to love — and perhaps
even to make — films.
—• Courtesy of Cinestudio
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Small-Town Life Goes
Awry In Mean Season
The beauty of Mean
Season is in its concur-
rent simplicity and
complexity. Despite the
fact that it has a fun
and unique plot, the
novel presents charac-
ters with underlying
issues that are deep,
complex, and, in some
cases, dark.
By ALESSANDRA SIRACO '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
He loves me.
He loves me not.
Picking petals off of daisies,
girls are constantly portrayed in
novels as hopeless romantics.
Menn Season by Heather Cochran
is no different.
Set in a small town of Pinecob,
West Virginia, Mean Season cen-
ters around Leanne, a twenty-some-
thing-year-old who lives with her
family and harbors a secret love of
her brother's friend. The twist in
this classic tale is where the story
begins: Leanne is the head of a fan
club for actor Joshua Reed, and










T i m b e r l a k e ,
Johnny Depp, and
Jude Law, Joshua
Reed is a bad-boy




days he must live
with Leanne's family in West
Virginia, living, breathing, and eat-
ing with their small-town friends
and close-knit family.
While the story may seem far-
fetched, the execution is down-to-
earth and realistic. The plot is real-
, lyionly the premise of this tale; the
bulk of the novel lies in the con-
' nections between characters, the
rebuilding of lives after history has
torn them down, and the struggle
to both keep ties and break free
from small-town life.
Central to the story is Leanne's
family history. After her father dies
in a car accident, her brother leaves
the house, leaving Leanne, her
other brother Beau Ray, and her
• mother to fend for themselves.
Beau Ray is mentally ill after an
accident many years ago, and
Leanne must juggle her mother
needing help with Beau Ray and
her own personal life. And now,
Joshua Reed.
Highlighted in the drama are
Leanne's feelings for Max, Beau
Ray's best friend. Secret love is no
new theme to literature, but here it
is portrayed with such authenticity
that the reader is transported back
into his or her own love trials.
Leanne secretly loves Max, yet isn't
ready to tell him — or is she?
Throughout the novel, Leanne
faces the reality that it might be
now or never, forever or not at all.
. While this is a quick read, writ-
ten at a fast pace and skipping
from chapter to chapter with ease,
the themes presented within the
pages are far from simple. Leanne
has to not only face her past but
also her present. With the emer-
gence of Joshua Reed in her life,
she begins to see Pinecob through
a stranger's eyes. Joshua, acting as
the metaphorical inner voice of
Leanne, points out everything that
she, subconsciously, does not like
about her town. Struggling with
the idea of moving out and mov-
ing on, yet held back by her famil-
ial ties and her familiarity and
comfort, Leanne must take this
outsider's perspective and decide if
living in Pinecob is really what she
wants.
Not only is Leanne on the
brink of freedom, but she is also
forced to face problems that have
haunted her family for years. With
a death of a father, an abandon-
ment of a sibling, and an illness of
another, Leanne is burdened by
the memories of what was, the
hope of what could have been, and
the reality of the fragile string that


















ing for a breath.
The unique premise of a movie
star living in a common person's
house presents an i
novel. Leanne and Joshua go
through ups and downs, working
off of each other and battling.it
out, acting as each other's oppo-
sites: Joshua, the worldly to
Leanne's naivete, and Leanne, the
down-to-earth to Joshua's eccen-
tricity. Joshua is everything Leanne
hates and everything she yearns
for, and with his presence she must
take hold of her own life and
decide exactly what she wants.
Cochran carefully and . elo-
quently unfolds Leanne's story as
the novel progresses, nestling these
emotional themes underneath the
premise of a movie star living in a
small-town girl's house. What
keeps this novel moving is the sus-
pense. Weaving in plot twists and
unraveling the characters' histories
slowly and steadily, Cochran does .
a remarkable job of making Mean
Season a true page-turner. Few
books are easy to read yet simulta-
neously present heartfelt characters
with realistic issues, but this novel
is both. Creating well-developed
characters and employing a careful
manner of unraveling their histo-
ries, Cochran keeps the reader in
suspense throughout the novel.
The beauty of Mew Season is in
its concurrent simplicity and com-
plexity. Despite the fact that it has
a fun and unique plot, the novel
presents characters with underlying
' issues that are deep, complex, and,
in some cases, dark. Through the
honest and down-to-earth voice of
Leanne, we are transported into a
world of small-town drama, of sin-
gular family struggles, and movie
star happenings, which, surprising-
ly, are more relatable than they at
first appear-.
TV Shows to Watch For
By PRIYANKA JOTWANI '10
TRIPOD STAFF
Another week of television ended on a frustrating tone. The threat of a writer's
strike has been looming, and unfortunately last week it was confirmed that the
strike is more imminent than ever before. But there is still hope that negotia-
tions will resume before the strike begins and everything will work out. So until
there is more of a need to worry, let's take a look at what we learned last week
and what to look forward to in the week ahead.
Grey's Anatomy: We definitely felt the awkwardness of the George-Izzie relation-
ship last night as they struggled to have a date night. Hopefully that debacle will
be ending extremely soon (two episodes and counting). Izzie did prove herself
capable of being a good surgeon and caring about her patient at the same time.
Definitely loved the scene in which her patient described various characters as
-•jdifferent birds fitting their personalities. Dr. Hahn
ydoes not seem to be letting up on Cristina, even after
Yang went out of her way to find a way for the sur-
gery to occur. Callie, however, after trying to haze
George was able to finally let go and forgive him.
.• Speaking of other changing relationships, the funni-
*£jest moments of the show definitely went to Derek
and Mark. The two former best friends have man-
aged to' get past the Addison drama and had some
fun trying to decipher what the chief meant by a
"gentleman's evening." Next week Callie will find her
position as Chief resident in trouble when she has to
depend a little too much on Bailey. Also George and
'• ">,•>"•!,' ..-" T'IH '£.lizzie will continue to struggle with their relationship.
:-r If.-xii? :.f;'-:'"i:y:'A!.'-''SPOILERALERT: Looks like Dr. Hahn already has
someone crushing on her. According to sources
McSteamy is finding it hard to stay away from the "new Burke." Also in the Nov.
15 episode, a new love interest will be introduced for Derek.
Brothers & Sisters: Okay, so within the first five minutes of the episode we saw
Tommy in full fledge affair mode, Sarah and her kids growing apart, and Justin
popping some painkillers. Not the happiest start to Sunday night's episode, but
;s. .pickeduponceagan^^^^iNor^^^^^r^n^^^^e^D^w^ri^uD^^^^^^^t
with Kitty's and was a nice fresh on screen presence. However, Robert is not a
big fan of Isaac and his dirty tricks. The episode took a tragic and predictable,
turn when it was revealed that Kitty had a miscarriage. From then it looked like
Justin and Lina were getting a bit too close and bonding over painkillers. One
who wasn't too happy about this is Becca who has taken her role as Justin's care-
taker, way too seriously. Still I felt really bad for her when she walked in on
Justin and Lina making out. The episode seemed to be filled with troubled char-
acters, and one of the youngest Walker's, Paige ran away. It was a highly emo-
tional episode towards the end but once again great performances from all the
characters. On the spoiler front, SPOILER ALERT: Family members will finally
take notice of Justin's drug addiction, and try to help him again. However, this
will result in the revelation of more family secrets. Also Kitty and Robert will
view their relationship differently in their post-miscarriage phase.
Ugly Betty: I love Wicked, and I love "Ugly Betty,"
but the two of them together? Not so much. Trying
to fit the comedy and storyline of "Ugly Betty" with
a few songs from Wicked proved to be quite the
Istruggle for the Betty camp. After a string of nearly
flawless episodes, "Ugly Betty" finally fell a bit last
week but hopefully will pick up again next week.
Henry and Betty found it quite challenging to hide
their relationship, and eventually had to come clean
to Daniel. Next week it looks like Daniel will actual-
ly learn about the lie Betty has been hiding from him
about Wilhelmina. Wilhelmina and Bradford's wed-
|ding is scheduled for the next episode and will have
special guest star Victoria Beclcham (Posh spice). It
[should be quite the interesting series of events, and
quite entertaining as well. Also the latest news from
the spoiler front is that, SPOILER ALERT: Betty will be moving in with Henry,
and Ignacio is not happy about it.
Honorable Mentions: Due to the potential writer's strike, "Heroes" is re-shoot-
ing its Dec. 3 episode. This alternate episode will be able to serve as a season
finale if and when the strike occurs. Another casualty of the strike is the
"Heroes" spin-off which has been unofficially canceled. Also it has been report-
ed that in the next season of "Lost," a series regular may die. On "Smallville,"
Chloe will be confronting Lana about her secrets. Finally, be sure to check out
next week's column for special news on the next season of "24."
A NTS IN THF. A'RF.A
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n I- p 12ft: Damn The Torpedoes play Pike at a
. ,. ;) • The Dischords perform in costume at The
i!. : i\ . :ning, and Zebracobrafill Gallows with music
11 i:day night.
Chapel Services for the week of November 4-11, 2007
Sunday. November 4. 2007
5:15 p.m. Holy Eucharist
6:00 p.m. Episcopal Communion Service
9:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass
Monday. November 5. 2007
7:00 p.m. Zen Meditation (Crypt Chapel)
Tuesday. November 6. 2007
9:30p.m. Banquet Service
Wednesday. November 7. 2007
12:15 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass (Crypt Chapel)
7:30 p.m. Lecture: "Faith: The Great Fault Line of
the 21st Century" - Mather Hall Terrace
Rooms B and C, 75th Anniversary Event
Thursday. November 8. 2007
6:30 p.m. Zen Meditation (Crypt Chapel)
Saturday, November 10. 2007
Homecoming Weekend
11.00 a.m Renewal of Vows for Couples Married in
the Chapel
4:00 p.m. Service of Thanksgiving and Celebration
for the 75th Anniversary of the Chapel
5:00 p.m. 75th Anniversary Reception & Peter Grant
Book Signing in the Grand Room at
Admissions
Sunday. November 11, 2007
10:00 a.m. Episcopal Eucharist
11:00 a.m. Stories and Stones: Building
the Chapel - Peter Grant,
author of The Chapel of Trinity College
will host a lecture and tour of the Chapel
3:00 p.m. Matt Haimovitz Cello Concert
9:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass •
r.
V • j
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Defense Dominates Lord Jefis as
Football Team Improves to 5-2
continued Bom page 24
ran 67 yards down the field before junior
tight end Andrew McDowell was finally
able to bring him down at the Trinity
nine-yard line.
With premium field position,
Amherst took the field poised to take the
lead. After a run of three yards, the
Trinity defense refused to yield at all,
forcing a pass that resulted in a four-yard
loss for the Lord Jeffs before senior class-
mates Jeff Carpenter and co-captain Matt
Rettig put an emphatic end to Amherst's
hopes with a sack of quarterback Lucas
Loeffler.
Though the Lord Jeffs were able to
add three points with a field goal, the
Bantam defensive stand set a strong tone
and they showed their opponents that
points would not come easily.
After a scoreless third quarter, the
Bantams again found themselves starting
inside the 50-yard line on their third pos-
session of the final period.
A pass interference penalty on the
first play from scrimmage moved Trinity
forward 15 yards, giving them the chance
to essentially start their drive on the 27-
yard line.
Depth at the running back position
has proven to be a strength this year, and
they displayed that again when sopho-
more Oliver Starnes gave Quinones a
reprieve.
He made a key 11-yard burst, and then
added five yards on third and long to
help set up an easier field goal for Cox,
who added another three points from 26
yards out. , , , . , , v
With 6:23 left in the game, the
Bantam offense took the field on their
own 41-yard line and Starnes went to
work. On the first play, he broke loose
and burst up the field for a massive 27-
yard gain.
Head Coach Jeff Devanney chose to
keep feeding Starnes the ball, and he rose
to the challenge, moving the ball up field
with four and five yard gains as well as
forcing the Amherst offense to watch
valuable time tick off the clock.
With 1:43 left, the Lord Jeffs decided
to use a timeout to prevent Trinity from
running out the rest of the game's time.
The Bantams found themselves with
third and goal from the eight-yard line
and a tough decision to make. While a
pass is a much easier way to move the ball
into the endzone, keeping the ball on the
ground ensures that the clock is moving.
Devanney again showed faith in
Starnes, who responded by running seven
yards before being stopped at the one-
yard line. Facing fourth and goal, Trinity
decided to keep Cox on the sidelines in
an attempt to put the game out of reach.
The ball was put in Starnes's hands, and
he found the endzone for the game's first
touchdown with only 52 seconds left in
the game.
Amherst did complete two long pass-
es on their ensuing possession, but
Loeffler's 27-yard touchdown bomb was
futile as the time expired and any hope of
a comeback was halted.
Williams was the star of the game, as
he led the Bantams' stellar effort to stop
the Amherst offense. He finished with
eight solo tackles and 11 total tackles, one
sack, a forced fumble, and a blocked field
goal.
Though Middlebury won on Saturday
to improve to 6-1, the Bantams can still
Men, Women Runners Compete
for Trinity at NESCAC Tourney
continued from page 24
The top five teams in the men's cham-
pionships were Williams, Amherst,
Bowdoin, Trinity, and Tufts. The Williams
College Ephs collected 49 points and a sec-
ond-straight NESCAC championship, and
Ephs sophomore Edgar Kosgey finished
third in the 8,000 in 26:29. The Amherst
College Lord Jeffs collected 89 points, and
freshman Will Yochum placed second in
the race with a time of 26:21. Tufts
University edged out Trinity to earn 98
points, and senior Dave Sorensen led the
Jumbos with a 9th-place finish in 26:41.
The top five women's teams were
Amhersti Williams, Bowdoin, Middlebury,
and Colby. Amherst collected its second
consecutive NESCAC title, and it placed
four runners in the top 10. Lord Jeff senior
Heather Wilson finished the 6,000-meter
first with a time of 21:56.67, classmate Kim
Partee finished sixth in 22:40.26, junior
Elise Tropiano finished seventh in 22:
47.25, and classmate Caitlin McDermott-
Murphy finished 10th with a time of
22:55.84.
The conditions at Mt. Greylock High
School last Saturday meant slower-than-
average finishing times since the runners
began the race under slanting rain in an
open field. The rain continued for the dura-
tion of the race, and at times the course was
so muddy that many runners slipped, and
lost a few precious seconds with each mis-
step.
Norte was not satisfied with his individ-
ual performance this season, but was
pleased with the team's placement overall.
"The season was pretty disappointing for
me just because I'm not where I would have
been if I didn't get hurt. But the team as a
whole ran pretty well at NESCACs, and
Sam probably ran his best race ever."
The New England Division III Cross
Country Championships on Nov. 10 will
give the Bantams another chance to show-
case their talent. Norte is hopeful about the
team's performance this weekend. "I think
we can get as high as second, maybe even
first, as long as we run tough and stay
focused." The events begin at 11 a.m. at
Harkness Park in Waterford, Conn.
Daniel Smith
Junior runner Sam Moorhead (40) came in fourth.
must defeat wesleyan in their final game
at Homecoming this weekend and
Middlebury must fall to the Tufts Jumbos
if a league championship is to return to
Hartford.
Who said homework has to
be done at home?
Despite Lenz's 23 Digs, Trinity
Falls in Three Straight Games
continued from page 24
Another standout for the team was soph-
omore outside hitter Molly Ullman, whose
0.57 service aces per game are good for sev-
enth in the NESCAC and who contributed
two on the day along with seven kills. She
led the 2007 Bantams with 56 aces on the
season.
Senior setter Emily Moore also notched
15 assists to complete a season in which she
amassed 911, for more than 85 percent of
the team's total.
The 2007 season is over for Trinity, but
despite the graduation of seniors Lenz,
Moore, and co-captain outside hitter
Lindsay Eichler, the Bantams look to con-
tend again in 2008 with their strong core of
youth.
Ullman, classmate Lindsay Beggan, jun-
ior Sara Fiorillo, and freshman Amanda
Poole will return as outside hitters. Joining
them as setters will be sophomore junior
Emily Boorsting and sophomore Rachel
Low. Junior Nicole Cahill will be back as a
middle hitter, and classmate Lisa Esposito,
freshmen Vivian Baker, and Kristen
Anderson will round out the squad on the
right side as the Bantams try to make il four
straight trips to the playoffs.
r
College Students
Get 15% OFF full-price items.
Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details.
West Hartford
Corbins Corner Shopping Parkade •
1459A New Britain Ave.
E.G. Caner
The Trinity College Volleyball team lost in the NESCAC Quarterfinals this weekend against Tufts.
EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS
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Rest in Peace: Trinity Has Long History of Defunct Club Teams
ByJOETARZI'08
TRIPOD STAFF
As most people know, Trinity
College has long been regarded as
an easy place to start any sort of
club - from the fencing club to
the pep band.
What a lot of people don't
realize is that many of the clubs
started at Trinity quickly fade
away and^ are remembered as
nothing more than a file folder at
the Office of Campus Life.
What follows is a list of some
of the club sports that have died
quiet deaths at Trinity in the past
few years.
10. Ballroom Dancing (2000-
2001)
One can only imagine the
Washington Room filled with a
cadre of ballroom dancers mov-
ing in perfect harmony. Well,
keep imagining it, because it
probably never happened — clubs
like this are often started by two
or three enthusiasts and fail as
soon as they graduate. Which
might not be such a bad thing.
9. Paintball Club (2000-2001)
This one needs to be brought
back. I'm always in favor of let-,
ting a bunch of crazed paint-
ballers purchase $500 worth of
paintballs and battle each other
on the Quad for my amusement.
We could even have a Paintball-
the-Bishop day and Jimmy Jones
would think twice aboutlejmng^
his office through the front door.
8. Figure Skating Club (2006)
The problem with clubs like this
one is that their start-up costs
are too prohibitive. A club like
this would have probably
required more than the $500
new club budget - but does that
mean they shouldn't be
approved for any funding? In
6. Trinity College Badminton
(2006-2007)
I should really turn this one over
to the girls in our Features sec-
tion so they could make
euphemisms about shuttlecocks,
but you can turn back a few
pages for that. Needless to say,
however, one can be sure that the
Badminton Club promptly de-
frocked their shuttlecocks when
Tripod Archives
Should the Trinity College Cheerleading Club be brought back into existence?
any case, we have the
Community Sports Complex
now and clubs should be - and
are, to the best of my knowledge
— coming forward to take advan-
tage -of it. The Tripod actually
tried to do just that, as you can
see from this picture, but the
trip ended with one of our News
Editors in the hospital, so maybe
we'll let someone else start this.
7. Wiffle Ball Club (2000-2001)
'Nuffsaid.
they disbanded and it changed
their lives forever.
5. Rifle Team (before they kept
records-2004)
Now this is a club that has really
left a legacy on this campus —
that legacy being $30,000 worth
of. rifles now sitting in storage
waiting for some new owners. But
I rest comfortably at night know-
ing that when the war comes (the
War of the Colleges, of course)
we'll be able to fend off Wesleyan
with our arsenal of big guns and
all they'll have to fight back is
their superior endowment and
sense of self-worth.
4. Disc Golf (2006-2007)
"Hmm ... disc golf," you say.
"That sounds intriguing; tell me
more." That line of reasoning per-
mitted the SGA to approve disc
golf last year. For the uninitiated,
disc golf is a "sport" wherein a
bunch of people who are presum-
ably high throw Frisbees at aerial
baskets that generally cost $100 -
$200. You can guess why this
club failed. Oh, and did I men-
tion that the game is played and
scored like golf— get it?
3. Cheerleading (before they kept
records-2005)
"Cheerleaders? Where?" was my
first reaction when hearing about
this club. Yes, apparently Trinity
College once had actual, factual
cheerleaders - and the picture
from the Tripod archives proves
it. The only thing I can really say
to this club is ... please come
back.
2. Surfing Club (2005)
Were these passionate Bantams
planning to drive two and a half
hours to Jones Beach or simply
wade in the Connecticut River
with a boogie board? I guess we'll
never know for sure. Let's not
even mention the fact that the
September, to May schedule that
the College maintains is not par-
ticularly conducive to surfing in
New England.
1. Bantam Rhinestone Rollers
(2002-2003)
If nothing else, the name of this
bowling club moved it to the top
of the list. This club, which
evokes images of "The Big
Lebowski," was apparently just
too damn good to be called sim-
ply "Trinity College Bowling
Club" and decided a more deca-
dent name was in order. This
organization needs to be reinstat-
ed if only because it has been too
long since their name has echoed
through campus - Bantam
Rhinestone Rollers.
James E. Kukstis
Features Editor Lizzie Brown '09 should
not start Trinity's newest skating club.
i
Social Work
Columbia University School of Social Work derives its
mission from the University's goal to advance knowledge
and teaming at the highest level and to use that knowl-
edge for human betterment and societal advancement
The School aims to prepare graduate students for ad-
vanced social work practice and professional leader-
ship within a diverse learning environment; to advance
knowledge for effective social work practice and educa-
tion, to enhance the welfare of the citizens and communi-
ties of New York City, the nation, arid around the world,
and to further the goals of the university and the social
work profession.
Our educational and research programs draw on the pro-
fession's body of knowledge, values and skills in seeking
to: strengthen practices, programs, and policies that
support and enhance the opportunities, resources, and
capacities of people to achieve their Ml potential; pre-
vent and alleviate personal, interpersonal and societal
problems; redress conditions that limit human develop-
ment and quality of life; and, promote human rights, so-
cial justice and respect for human diversity.
Info Session 11/7
* Ifietts Weinesiaf, 1117
Timei 7i3§ pm * Ssl i pm
Whens Ctrssr Sarwfets Lohfey
, •..., Join us at the East Hartford
Cultural Center, 50 Chapman
Place, East Hartford, CT 06108 lot:
a night to remember as we bring
the Del McCqury Band and Frank
Wakefseld Band together on one
stage for a fantastic night of
music, Friday, November 16th.
Advance Tickets $30,00 or $35 at the door If
seats are available. Doors open.at 6:00 PM .
show starts at 7:15 PM with the Frank
Wakefseld Band. , v
For tickets, directions and further informa-
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Football Rebounds From Middlebury Loss to Beat Amherst, 13-9
By MATT FUENTES '09
TRIPOD STAFF
In a matchup of 4-2 teams,
the Trinity Football team pre-
vailed over the Amherst College
Lord Jeffs in a low-scoring battle
by a final score, of 13-9.
The Bantams were led by sti-
fling play from their defensive
unit, as the Lord Jeffs struggled









The Bantams won the coin
toss, and after choosing to defer,
they held the Lord Jeffs to the
first of three consecutive three
and outs.
Senior running back Jordan
Quinones and junior quarter-
back Eric McGrath then led the
Bantams down the field, with
Quinones rushing for 13 yards
and catching two passes from
McGrath.
Yet on the 11th play of the
drive, McGrath was.unable to
find junior wide receiver
Connor Wells on third and 11,
and the Bantams were forced to
punt from the Amherst 38-yard
line.
On the following possession,
the defense again acted in typical
fashion, holding Amherst to
only three yards before a punt
gave the offense back the ball
with excellent field position.
Sophomore running back
Rob Jackson moved the ball 11









kick between the two posts and
converted the longest field goal
of his three-year career.
That was the only scoring the
Bantams were able to muster in
the first half against a defense
that is used to shutting down
offenses. In seven games this sea-
son, no team has been able to
score more than 16 points
against the Lord Jeffs.
Early in the second quarter,
the Lord Jeffs moved the ball
quickly down the field and
found themselves at the Trinity
six-yard line.
However, the Trinity defense field goal, but Williams again brought first down after first
showed the playmaking ability it delivered a huge play when he down.
has displayed all year when soph- blocked the kick. Yet only 24 yards from the
omore defensive end Kyle The Bantams took over deep end zone, he had the ball
E.C. Pratt
Quarterback Eric McGrath '09 was injured in the first quarter, but managed to throw for 59 yards before he went down.
Williams forced a fumble that in their own territory, and stripped from his arms,
thwarted Amherst's touchdown Quinones highlighted a strong Amherst lineman Greg Smith
hopes. drive down the field, pounding scooped up the loose ball and
The Lord Jeffs did recover the ball on the ground for short- """"--•:,
the ball, and decided to kick a and medium-length gains that see DEFENSE on page 22
Cross fuuuli, lOdi ai
By NORA HARRINGTON 'OS
TRIPOD STAFF
the women came in 10th overall. with a time of 27:14 to round out time of 24:15.24, which earned her
Junior Sam Moorhead collect- the top 30 Bantams. The men's a 49th-place finish. Senior
ed All-NESCAC honors as a result team earned 105 points overall. Kristina Miner finished the race
On Oct. 27, the Trinity Cross of his fourth-place finish in the "Personally I was'pretty happy 56th in 24:26.17, junior Allie
Country teams traveled to 8,000-meter race. Moorhead fin- with my race," said Norte. "I was- Lemire finished one spot behind
Daniel Smith
Blake Fisher '11, Jason Wagner '11, and Steve Garner '11 compete in the Men's 8,000-meter Championship race. They placed 63rd, 75th, and 90th, respectively, out of 127.
Williamstown, Mass. to compete ished with a time of 26:31; defend- n't where I would like to have Miner with a time of 24:26.46,
in the NESCAC championship ing NESCAC champion Hunter been place-wise, but I ran a tough and senior Caroline Brown fin-
meet at Mt. Greylock High Norte finished in 21st place in race and gave it what I had that ished 119th in 27:42.66. The
School. As a result of the season- 26:56, and senior captain Matt day." women's team earned 260 points
long effort by both the men's and Anderson finished in 27:05, which Sophomore Jaclyn Hourihan overall.
the women's teams, the men col- earned him 25 th place. Freshman paced the Bantams in the ——: —




By STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10
TRIPOD STAFF
The Trinity College Volleyball
team capped a successful season
this past weekend with their third
consecutive and fifth overall trip
to the NESCAC Tournament.
Unfortunately, a disappointing
loss to the Tufts University
Jumbos in the Quarterfinals in
Medford, Mass, ended the
Bantams' season at 19-10 overall j
and 5-6 in the league. ' :
Although Trinity tied with the •
Middlebury College Panthers for:
sixth in the league, their exciting 3-;
2 victory over the Panthers in the:
regular season finale on Oct. 27!
guaranteed them the sixth seed it^
the Tournament. Tufts, seeded!
third, came in with an 18-12 over-1
all record (7-3 NESCAC). . j
It took the Jumbos the mini-i
mum three games to eliminate- thej
Bantams from contention, win-
ning by scores of 30-26, 30-25, and
30-23. I
Senior co-captain libero Katie
Lenz, who owns the NESCAC
record with 596 digs for an average
of 6.08 per game, tied Tufts'
Natalie Goldstein with 23 for the
leading mark on the day. Lenz
recently broke the Trinity all-time
record for career digs, finishing hei
time at Trinity with 1,775.
see DESPITE on page 22
